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Introduction
Educators who are familiar with The Creative Curriculum® for Preschool, Fourth Edition, may recall 
The Creative Curriculum Developmental Continuum for Ages 3–5 from chapter 1. The Developmental 
Continuum helps teachers determine where each child is developmentally, track each child’s progress, 
and plan appropriate learning experiences.

The Teaching Strategies GOLD™ assessment system accomplishes those tasks and others in a new 
way. It uses Development and Learning Progressions, which include indicators and examples of 
widely held expectations for each age group. Color bands (a different color for each year of life) are 
used to indicate the age ranges for the standard developmental and learning expectations.

Where the Developmental Continuum was made up of 50 goals and objectives, Teaching Strategies 
GOLD™ identifies 38 objectives for development and learning—the knowledge, skills, and behaviors 
that have been identified in the latest research as being the most predictive of school success. Many of 
these objectives include dimensions.

Moving Beyond the Developmental Continuum: Teaching Strategies GOLD™ shows how to connect 
content, teaching, and learning in literacy, math, science, social studies, the arts, and technology, 
followed by each area’s respective learning objectives. It then shows how to connect children’s work 
in the 10 interest areas and the outdoors with selected objectives for development and learning, 
and offers suggestions for responding to each child based on direct observation and reflection. 
Finally, it gives examples of how children’s explorations in the interest areas relate to specific learning 
objectives and to literacy and mathematics learning in general.
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Comprehension 
Comprehension refers to the understanding of spoken and written language. Children 
who comprehend what has been read aloud may ask questions or make comments 
about the story or act it out in their play.

The way you read to children is very important to their development of 
comprehension skills. Pausing at the end of a sentence to let children join in, asking 
open-ended questions, and helping children make connections to their previous 
experiences are all effective teaching strategies for promoting comprehension skills. 
The Creative Curriculum for Preschool, Volume 3: Literacy discusses strategies for 
reading aloud to individuals and groups of children.

Books and Other Texts 
Understanding books and other texts involves knowing how to read and write 
signs, menus, letters, shopping lists, newspapers, invitations, messages, journals, and 
books. Books have many forms: narrative storybooks, predictable books (books with 
language patterns like rhymes and refrains), informational books, counting books, 
alphabet books, and poetry books. You can help children learn about different 
forms of literature by offering a variety of books and calling children’s attention 
to their particular characteristics. Storybooks offer particularly important learning 
opportunities. Through them, children discover many things. They learn that a story 

has a beginning, middle, and end

has various characters

takes place in a setting

has a sequence of events

might include conversations

Understanding books and other texts also involves learning how to handle books in 
particular ways, such as holding the book right-side up; progressing from front to 
back; and knowing book-related words such as author and illustrator.

Connecting Literacy Content, Teaching, and Learning 
The chart below shows how to connect literacy content, teaching, and learning. The 
first column outlines the components of literacy for preschool. The second column 
shows some of the many ways teachers address this content effectively. The last 
column gives examples of what preschool children might do or say that shows their 
increasing understanding of each component of literacy.
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Literacy Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Literacy as a Source of 
Enjoyment

(Enjoying being read to, 
reading, and writing)

Arrange the Library area 
attractively and include high-
quality literature and soft, 
comfortable furniture.
Read books to children and 
encourage them to talk about the 
stories and ideas.
Place books about relevant topics 
in all interest areas.
Add interesting materials to the 
writing area to encourage writing 
e�orts: pencils, pens, markers, 
stationery, stamps, envelopes, etc.

Ask the teacher to read a favorite 
book.
Join in saying the refrain as the 
teacher reads a predictable book.
Scribble across the bottom of 
the page after �nishing a picture 
and then tell the meaning of the 
caption.
Listen to a story and ask questions 
about it.

Vocabulary and Language

(Acquiring new words and 
using them to communicate)

Engage in frequent one-on-one 
conversations with children.
Provide children with many 
�rsthand experiences and talk 
with them about what they  
are doing.
Introduce new words by using 
various strategies: explaining, 
pointing to pictures, using facial 
expressions and other body 
language, or changing your tone 
of voice.

Point to one of the toy trucks and 
say, “�at’s a frontloader. It picks 
up heavy things.”
Say at group time, “I’m going 
�shing with my dad tomorrow. 
We’re going to bring �shing poles 
and a big net and catch 100 �sh.”
Describe a scary dream as a 
nightmare after the teacher reads 
�ere’s a Nightmare in My Closet.

© 2010 Teaching Strategies, Inc. All rights reserved. 1
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Literacy Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Phonological Awareness

(Hearing and discriminating 
among the separate sounds of 
spoken language; recognizing 
whether words or segments 
of words sound the same or 
di�erent)

Lead children in singing, saying 
rhymes, reciting �ngerplays, and 
playing language games.
Talk about words and language 
sounds during daily activities 
(e.g., “Tasheen and Tyrone, your 
names both start with the same 
sound, /t/.”).
Read books that play with the 
sounds in words, such as those by 
Dr. Seuss.

Fill in the missing rhyming word 
in a phrase.
Make up nonsense words or silly 
names (e.g., Silly Willy and Funny 
Bunny).
Clap as designated words or 
syllables are said (e.g., clapping 
twice while saying the name Kelly 
during the recitation of a rhyme).
Notice that several names or other 
words begin with the same sound 
(e.g., Jonelle, Juwan, and Jonetta).

Knowledge of print

(Learning how print works)
Talk about features of print while 
writing with children (e.g., the 
top-to-bottom and left-to-right 
progressions).
Occasionally run your �nger 
under the words as you read a 
story.
As you write with children, draw 
their attention to punctuation 
marks such as periods and 
question marks (e.g., “I’d better 
put a period here so others will 
know to stop when they are 
reading it.”).
Post a sign with pictures and 
words about what to take  
for snack.
Post sign-up sheets for activities.

Point to a shelf label and say, 
“Cars go here.”
Make a grocery list in the 
Dramatic Play area, writing from 
left to right and from top to 
bottom.
Read a big book to a group of 
stu�ed animals, pointing to the 
words and progressing from front 
to back.
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Literacy Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Letters and Words

(Identifying and writing some 
letters and words)

Display the alphabet at children’s 
eye level and have alphabet cards 
available for children to use 
during play.
Add materials such as alphabet 
puzzles, magnetic letters, foam 
letters, paper, and pencils to the 
interest areas.
Draw children’s attention to 
written letters and words in the 
context of meaningful everyday 
activities.

Use magnetic letters or other 
alphabet materials to form their 
names.
Attempt to write a phone message 
in the Dramatic Play area.
Say, “�at’s a w, pointing to the 
�rst letter of each word in wishy-
washy, wishy-washy.

Comprehension

(Following and understanding a 
book, story, or conversation)

Add storytelling props to the 
Library area for acting out a story.
Omit a word at the end of a 
sentence when reading a highly 
predictable book.
Ask children open-ended 
questions while reading (e.g., 
“What do you think will happen 
next?”and “How would you feel if 
that happened to you?”
Encourage children to recall 
the important events of a story 
(e.g., “Do you remember what 
happened when the wolf blew on 
the house of straw?”).

Retell �e Very Hungry 
Caterpillar, using felt fruit on the 
�annel board.
Explain, “�ey ran away from the 
kids ’cause they were scared,” after 
hearing the teacher read Goggles.

Talk about their own experiences 
after hearing the teacher read Ira 
Sleeps Over.

Act out the story Caps for Sale.
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Literacy Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Books and Other Texts

(Learning how to use a book 
and understanding the purposes 
of books; gaining a sense  
of story; learning about the  
uses of other texts, such as 
signs, menus, magazines, 
newspapers, etc.)

Model the proper handling and 
care of books.
Help children use books and 
magazines to learn more about 
topics of interest.
Add magazines, signs, pamphlets, 
telephone books, menus, and 
newspapers to the Dramatic  
Play area.
Talk about the author and 
illustrator when introducing  
a story.

Retell �e �ree Little Pigs in 
correct sequence.
Place a sign that reads, “Do not 
move!” on a design made with 
pattern blocks.
Refer to a book about castles 
while building one with blocks.
Ask for a book about butter�ies so 
they can �nd the name of the one 
they saw.
Draw a picture; write some  
letters on it; and say, “It’s a letter 
for Grandma.”

Objectives for Literacy Development and Learning 
Objective 15. Demonstrates phonological awareness

Notices and discriminates rhymea. 

Notices and discriminates alliterationb. 

Notices and discriminates smaller and smaller units of spoken languagec. 

Objective 16. Demonstrates knowledge of the alphabet

Identifies and names lettersa. 

Uses letter–sound knowledgeb. 

Objective 17. Demonstrates knowledge of print and its uses

Uses and appreciates books a. 

Uses print conceptsb. 

Objective 18. Comprehends and responds to books and other texts

Interacts during read-alouds and book conversationsa. 

Uses emergent reading skillsb. 

Retells storiesc. 

© 2010 Teaching Strategies, Inc. All rights reserved. 3
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Literacy Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Books and Other Texts

(Learning how to use a book 
and understanding the purposes 
of books; gaining a sense  
of story; learning about the  
uses of other texts, such as 
signs, menus, magazines, 
newspapers, etc.)
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Add magazines, signs, pamphlets, 
telephone books, menus, and 
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Talk about the author and 
illustrator when introducing  
a story.

Retell �e �ree Little Pigs in 
correct sequence.
Place a sign that reads, “Do not 
move!” on a design made with 
pattern blocks.
Refer to a book about castles 
while building one with blocks.
Ask for a book about butter�ies so 
they can �nd the name of the one 
they saw.
Draw a picture; write some  
letters on it; and say, “It’s a letter 
for Grandma.”

Objectives for Literacy Development and Learning 
Objective 15. Demonstrates phonological awareness

Notices and discriminates rhymea. 

Notices and discriminates alliterationb. 

Notices and discriminates smaller and smaller units of spoken languagec. 

Objective 16. Demonstrates knowledge of the alphabet

Identifies and names lettersa. 

Uses letter–sound knowledgeb. 

Objective 17. Demonstrates knowledge of print and its uses

Uses and appreciates books a. 

Uses print conceptsb. 

Objective 18. Comprehends and responds to books and other texts

Interacts during read-alouds and book conversationsa. 

Uses emergent reading skillsb. 

Retells storiesc. 
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Objective 19. Demonstrates emergent writing skills

Writes namea. 

Writes to convey meaningb. 

(�e objectives related to language were listed in chapter 1 as part of the discussion of 
language development.)

Mathematics 
Just as preschool teachers promote children’s literacy intentionally, they use many 
opportunities during the day to help children build competence in math. When 
children give a cracker to each person at the table, pour water from one container to 
another, put all the big buttons in one pile and the smaller ones in another, or clap 
a rhythmic pattern, they are learning math. Everyday activities such as these provide 
the context and are necessary experiences for preschool children to progress in math. 
With adult guidance that promotes and extends children’s mathematical thinking, 
children learn math facts and begin to understand math concepts. 

Components of Mathematics 
National standards in mathematics (NCTM, 2000) describe what children should 
learn in preschool. The components of math include

number and operations

geometry and spatial sense

measurement

patterns (algebra)

data analysis

Number and Operations 
Number concepts are the foundation of mathematics. Children’s understanding of 
these concepts develops gradually over time as children explore, manipulate, and 
organize materials and as they communicate mathematical thinking with adults  
and peers. 

Children are said to have number sense when they have intuitive understandings 
about numbers and their relationships. As children gain a sense of number they 
understand, for example, what three means in terms of quantity. They learn that 
“threeness” can be represented by the numeral 3, the word three, and a set of three 
objects. They begin to explore the relationships among quantities and learn the 
meaning of more, less, fewer, and the same. 

Counting is one of the number concepts that children understand earliest. That 
understanding begins with the development of verbal counting skills, or rote 
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Graphing is a direct extension of sorting and classifying. A graph presents information 
in a visually organized way that helps children understand relationships and make 
comparisons. Graphing enables children to show information in various ways. A 
simple graph of the kinds of shoes children are wearing could develop from a concrete 
representation to a symbolic one:

concrete graph—made by using actual shoes with fasteners and shoes without 
fasteners 

symbolic graph—made by using pictures that represent shoes with and without 
fasteners

After children make a graph, they can use it to analyze and 
interpret the data. This step involves comparing, counting, adding, 
subtracting, and using terms such as greater than, less than, equal to, 
and not equal to. The graph on the right was made after the children 
in one classroom collected leaves on a walk.

To help children interpret this graph, a teacher might ask these 
questions: 

What does this graph tell us?

Of which kind of leaf did we collect the most? …the least? 
How do you know that?

Of which kinds of leaves did we collect the same number? 
How do you know that?

Connecting Math Content, Teaching, and Learning 
In The Creative Curriculum, math content is presented in ways that are meaningful 
to preschool children. The following chart shows how to connect math content, 
teaching, and learning. The first column outlines the components of math for 
preschool. The second column shows some of the many ways teachers address this 
content effectively. The last column gives examples of what preschool children 
might do or say that shows their increasing understanding of each component of 
mathematics.
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Math Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Number and Operations

(Understanding numbers, ways 
of representing numbers, and 
relationships among numbers)

Teach children counting songs, 
rhymes, and chants (e.g., “One, 
two, three, four, �ve. Once I 
caught a �sh alive.”).
Count during daily activities 
(e.g., the number of children who 
are present, the number of cups 
needed for each child to have one, 
or the number of paintbrushes 
needed so that there is one for 
each paint container).
Encourage children to compare 
quantities: “Do we have more red 
caps or more blue caps?

Notice that it takes �ve scoops of 
sand to �ll a cup.
Predict that it will take 10 blocks 
to make a fence of a particular 
length; then count the blocks to 
see whether the prediction was 
correct.
Count �ve children and then 
set the table with �ve plates, �ve 
napkins, and �ve forks.

Geometry and Spatial Sense

(Recognizing, naming, 
building, drawing, describing, 
comparing, and sorting two- 
and three-dimensional shapes; 
recognizing and describing 
spatial relationships)

Talk about geometric shapes 
as children use unit blocks and 
pattern blocks.
Provide empty boxes, tubes, and 
containers for children to use for 
constructions.
Take children on a walk to look 
for shapes in the environment.
Describe spatial relationships as 
children play (e.g., “You’re putting 
the horse inside the fenced area 
you made.”).

Use a geoboard to create 
geometric shapes with rubber 
bands.
Explain, “I’m going to make my 
horse jump over the fence.”
Comment that bubbles are 
spheres.
Use empty boxes, tubes, and 
containers to build an imaginary 
playground.

© 2010 Teaching Strategies, Inc. All rights reserved. 5
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Math Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Measurement

(Using nonstandard units 
to measure and make 
comparisons)

Show children how to use 
common objects as measuring 
tools (e.g., “Look. �is table is �ve 
blocks long.”)
Use a sand timer or kitchen timer 
to let children know that there are 
only 5 minutes left until cleanup.
Ask open-ended questions during 
measurement activities (e.g., 
“What is the best way to measure 
the height of your pumpkin?”).
Use words like before, after, next, 
yesterday, today, and tomorrow 
throughout the day (e.g., 
“Tomorrow is Leo’s birthday.”).

Realize that only a short time 
is left for cleaning up when the 
teacher turns the sand timer over.
Measure a table by using a unit 
block.
Count how many cups of sand it 
takes to �ll a small bucket.
Use a piece of ribbon to measure 
the length of a rug.

Patterns (Algebra)

(Recognizing, copying, and 
extending patterns; making 
predictions about patterns)

Clap hands and then pat thighs 
in a pattern (e.g., clap, pat; clap, 
pat; etc.). Later move in a more 
complex pattern (e.g., clap, clap, 
pat; clap, clap, pat; etc.).
Help children describe the 
“people patterns” that they make 
with their bodies (e.g., standing, 
sitting; standing, sitting; etc.)
Draw children’s attention to 
various patterns (e.g., “I see a 
pattern in your shirt today: red 
stripe, blue stripe; red stripe,  
blue stripe…”).
Describe patterns you see 
children creating (e.g., “You 
made a pattern with the felt 
pieces: square, triangle; square, 
triangle…”).

Beat a drum as the teacher does 
(e.g., loudly, softly; loudly, softly; 
loudly, softly; etc.).
Line up small cars in a pattern  
of red, black; red, black; red, 
black; etc.
Sponge paint a patterned border 
around a picture.
Add interlocking cubes correctly 
to continue a pattern that they are 
shown (e.g., white, blue, green; 
white, blue, green; etc.).

© 2010 Teaching Strategies, Inc. All rights reserved. 6
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Math Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Data Analysis

(Posing questions to investigate, 
organizing responses, and 
creating representations of data)

Pose a “question of the day” 
(e.g., “Do you like to wear your 
shoes during nap time?”). Show 
children how to make tally marks 
under the headings Yes or No on a 
chart of responses.
Graph collections of objects found 
in the classroom, such as stickers, 
leaves, rocks, shells, buttons, etc.
Have the children make a “people 
graph” in response to your 
question: (e.g., “Do more children 
in our class have brown hair or 
blonde hair?”
Ask questions such as “How 
did you make your group?” and 
“Where does this one go?” and 
“How are these alike?”

Sort a collection of dolls into a 
group with shoes and a group 
without shoes.
Make a graph of a sticker 
collection, sorting them by color.
Make tally marks under the 
headings juice and milk on a piece 
of paper while surveying which 
beverage children prefer for snack.
Draw a picture of each object that 
�oats and each that sinks after 
testing them in the water table.

Objectives for Mathematics Development and Learning 
Objective 20. Uses number concepts and operations

Countsa. 

Quantifiesb. 

Connects numerals with their quantitiesc. 

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial relationships and shapes 

Understands spatial relationshipsa. 

Understands shapesb. 

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge of patterns

© 2010 Teaching Strategies, Inc. All rights reserved. 7
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Connecting Science Content, Teaching, and Learning 
In The Creative Curriculum classroom, the content of science is taught by helping 
children explore the world around them in meaningful ways. The following chart 
shows how to connect science content, teaching, and learning. The first column 
outlines the components of science for preschool. The second column shows some 
of the many ways teachers address this content effectively. The last column gives 
examples of what preschool children might do or say that shows their increasing 
understanding of each component of science. 

Science Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Physical Science

(Exploring the physical 
properties of common objects 
and materials by observing and 
manipulating them)

Provide tools such as magnets, 
magnifying glasses, balance 
scales, pulleys, and mirrors to 
encourage children’s explorations.
Use open-ended questions to 
extend investigations (e.g., “Why 
does this big toy boat �oat and 
the penny sink?”).
Describe physical changes that 
children can observe (e.g., “When 
the blue paint ran into the yellow 
paint, it turned green!”).
Include old, small appliances or 
broken toys on a “take apart” 
table to help children learn how 
things work.

Use a magnet to pick up metal 
objects buried in sand
Tilt block ramps more steeply to 
make cars go down faster
Use a pulley to lift a basket of 
books into the reading loft
Say, “Look! Blue paint dripped 
into the orange paint cup, and it 
all turned brown.”

© 2010 Teaching Strategies, Inc. All rights reserved. 8
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Science Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Life Science

(Exploring living things, their 
life cycles, and their habitats)

Add living things, such as plants 
and pets, to the classroom and 
show the children how to care  
for them.
Provide markers and paper so 
children can observe and record 
the growth of plants that they 
started from seeds.
Talk with children about di�erent 
kinds of animal homes, such as 
bird nests, beehives, anthills, etc.
Observe and discuss the life cycles 
of animals such as butter�ies  
and frogs.
Help children learn about 
health and their bodies every 
day (e.g., “Can you feel your 
heart pounding after running so 
much?” and “�e carrots you’re 
eating are very good for you.”).

Comment, “Our gerbil sleeps 
all day long. I wonder if it stays 
awake at night.”
Water plants after observing that 
their leaves are drooping.
Notice that they breathe more 
deeply while running on the 
playground.

Earth and the Environment

(Exploring the properties of 
the world around them, notice 
changes, and make predictions)

Lead a discussion about things we 
do during the day and things we 
do at night.
Paint the sidewalk with water 
and talk about why the water 
disappears.
Talk about the seasons as children 
notice environmental changes 
(e.g., “I can tell that fall is here. 
�e leaves are turning red, yellow, 
orange, and brown.”
Discuss the weather each day 
while preparing to go outdoors 
(e.g., “Jeremy, will you please 
check the outside temperature 
today? Do we need to wear 
sweaters?”)

Play shadow tag.
Talk about what they do during 
the day and at night.
Add water to dirt while making 
mud pies.
Paint with water on the sidewalk 
and notice that the picture soon 
disappears.
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Objectives for Science Development and Learning 
Objective 21. Uses scientific inquiry skills

Objective 22. Demonstrates knowledge of the characteristics of living things

Objective 23.  Demonstrates knowledge of the physical properties of objects  
and materials

Objective 24. Demonstrates knowledge of Earth’s environment

Social Studies 
Social studies are concerned with people: how they live today and lived in the 
past and how they work, get along with others, and solve problems. They also 
involve the ways people affect and are affected by their surroundings. Children 
begin learning social studies in infancy. They explore physical space by crawling, 
climbing, digging, and splashing. In preschool, board games and the challenge 
of riding around a tricycle path teach basic mapping skills. Children learn about 
time (history) from the predictable daily routines you establish, such as a story 
before rest time, large-group time after choice time, and outdoor play after lunch. 
When you set up a pretend grocery store and help children learn about jobs and 
about buying and selling, you help them learn economics. This learning continues 
as they visit the supermarket, the doctor, the hardware store, and the shoe store. 
Preschoolers begin to learn civics as you teach them to cooperate and to resolve 
differences in a classroom setting. Everyday experiences pertinent to children’s lives 
are the foundation for learning social studies.

Components of Social Studies 
Social studies standards focus on history, geography, economics, and civics. 
We organize the components of social studies for preschool into the following 
categories:

people and how they live

people and the environment

people and the past

spaces and geography

People and How They Live 
“People and how they live” is the component of social studies that includes the 
physical characteristics of people; similarities and differences in habits, homes, 
and work; family structures and roles; and the exchange of goods and services. 
Preschool children can begin to explore these concepts by studying themselves 
and their families and by thinking about how classroom rules help children and 
teachers live together and get along.

© 2010 Teaching Strategies, Inc. All rights reserved. 9
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Spaces and Geography 
Geography for preschool children includes the characteristics of the place where they 
live and the relationships between that place and other places. It also includes the 
physical characteristics of the children’s world and mapping. This content is taught in 
the context of classroom and outdoor spaces by talking with children about how to 
navigate those areas. You can talk about mapping by discussing directions: how to get 
to the bathroom, the playground, and the carpool line. You can encourage children 
to build a model of their neighborhood in the Block area and to draw or paint maps 
of places they go. An important goal is for children to begin to understand that maps 
represent actual places.

These kinds of questions can help children understand spaces and geography:

Where do you live? What is your community like?

How do people move from one place to another?

Where are you positioned in relation to other people and objects (e.g., near, far, 
next to, outside, or behind)?

What is a map and how can it help us?

Connecting Social Studies Content, Teaching, and Learning
In The Creative Curriculum classroom, teachers focus social studies instruction on the 
world of the children in their class: where they live and what they see around them. 
The chart below shows how to connect social studies content, teaching, and learning. 
The first column outlines the components of social studies for preschool. The second 
column shows some of the many ways social studies teachers address this content 
effectively. The last column gives examples of what preschool children might do or say 
that shows their increasing understanding of each component of social studies. 
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Social Studies Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

People and How �ey Live

(Recognizing and respecting 
likenesses and di�erences 
among oneself and others, 
recognizing how people rely 
on each other for goods and 
services, learning social skills, 
and understanding the need for 
rules)

Create rules about getting along 
and cooperating in the context of 
real problems as they arise (e.g., 
“�ere was a problem at the sand 
table today. What rule can we 
make so everyone has enough 
room to play?”
Provide paint, crayons, markers, 
and construction paper in various 
skin tones.
Invite families to participate in 
the classroom and share aspects of 
their cultures.
In the Dramatic Play area, 
introduce new props that focus on 
jobs (e.g., jobs in a �ower shop, 
auto repair shop, restaurant, and 
grocery store).
Visit di�erent businesses in the 
neighborhood and discuss  
people’s jobs.

Talk about family members and 
their roles.
Describe their family members’ 
jobs.
Point out that their hair color is 
the same as someone else’s.
Use a toy cash register to pretend 
to sell shoes.
Invite a child in a wheelchair to 
play catch with a ball.
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Social Studies Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

People and the Environment

(Learning how people a�ect 
the environment by changing 
it and protecting it; learning 
how people are a�ected by the 
environment)

Provide junk that can be used to 
create sculptures.
Help children plant and observe 
trees in the schoolyard and collect 
trash.
Talk about changes in the 
immediate environment (e.g., 
wind damage to a local building, 
�sh that died as a result of 
pollution, or trees that were cut 
down to make way for a road or  
a parking lot).
Set aside and sort plastic, paper, 
and metal for recycling.
Recycle cardboard tubes and 
boxes by encouraging children  
to use them in the Block and  
Art areas.

Place trash in the classroom 
wastebaskets and playground 
garbage cans.
Note, “If the tree on our 
playground is cut down, we won’t 
have any shade.”

People and the Past

(Learning how people and 
things change over time)

Invite grandparents to talk about 
their lives as children.
Ask children to bring in pictures 
of themselves as babies or to bring 
articles of their baby clothing. 
Discuss how the children have 
changed over time.
Ask children questions that will 
help them recall the past (e.g., 
“What did you do yesterday  
when you got home?”).
Explore toys from long ago.  
Teach children games you  
played as a child.

Hold up a baby shoe and say, “My 
foot used to be this little, but now 
it’s big!
Say, “A long, long, long time ago I 
went to my Aunt Susie’s house.”
Tell a friend, “I used to live in 
New York, but now I live here.”
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Social Studies Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Spaces and Geography

(Learning about the physical 
world and how we move about 
the world)

Provide board games like 
“Chutes and Ladders®” as a way of 
introducing beginning mapping 
skills such as directionality and 
relative position.
Create an obstacle course around 
and through which children can 
move.
Show children how to mark the 
trees and swing set on a simple 
map of the playground.
Encourage children to talk about 
the hills that they can see in the 
distance from the classroom.

Move a piece in the correct 
direction while playing a board 
game.
Mold wet sand to make model 
mountains, hills, and valleys.
Figure out how to maneuver 
around a tricycle path or an 
obstacle course.
Use blocks to represent roads and 
buildings.

Objectives for Social Studies Development and Learning
Objective 29. Demonstrates knowledge about self

Objective 30. Shows basic understanding of people and how they live

Objective 31. Explores change related to familiar people or places

Objective 32. Demonstrates simple geographic knowledge
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invent dramatic play scenarios. This kind of sociodramatic play not only promotes 
oral language use and encourages children to practice storytelling skills, but it also 
offers a challenge for children to use language to negotiate their play. In turn, their 
oral language and cognitive skills support reading comprehension.

Visual Arts 
For preschool children, the visual arts are painting, drawing, making collages, 
modeling and sculpting with clay or other materials, building, making puppets, 
weaving and stitching, and making prints and rubbings. Children benefit from 
opportunities to work with different kinds of paint and paper; draw with crayons, 
markers, and chalk; put things together with paste and glue; cut with scissors; mold 
play dough; and clean up with mops, sponges, and brooms. The more exposure you 
give children to all kinds of materials and the more you discuss different ways to 
use the materials, the more children become able to express their ideas and feelings 
through the visual arts.

The visual arts also promote an understanding of the world. Children learn to draw 
and draw to learn. Using markers, paint, paper, clay, collage, wire, and wood, children 
represent what they have learned about a topic. By doing so, they master art materials 
and learn about different perspectives, part–whole relationships, size, position, and the 
characteristics of people and things.

Connecting Content in the Arts, Teaching, and Learning 
In The Creative Curriculum classroom, the arts are addressed throughout the day. The 
following chart shows how to connect the content of the arts, teaching, and learning. 
The first column outlines the components of the arts for preschool. The second 
column shows some of the many ways teachers address this content effectively. The 
last column gives examples of what preschool children might do or say that shows 
their increasing understanding of each component of the arts. 
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Arts Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Dance

(Learning about the body’s 
ability to move and using 
rhythm and space in di�erent 
ways)

O�er children scarves and 
streamers to use as they dance to 
music.
Invite children to move in 
di�erent ways.
Play di�erent kinds of music that 
inspire children to move quickly 
(e.g., polkas) and slowly (e.g., 
lullabies).
Teach new words, such as smooth, 
jerky, gallop, and glide.

Use scarves and streamers as they 
move to music. 
Imitate movements of animals 
they watched on a trip to a farm.

Move quickly and slowly as the 
tempo of a march changes.

Music

(Developing an awareness of 
di�erent kinds of music and 
becoming comfortable with 
di�erent forms of musical 
expression)

Set up an area where children can 
explore instruments, listen to, and 
create music.
Introduce children to simple 
musical terms (e.g., tune, melody, 
rhythm, beat, quickly, slowly, 
loudly, softly).
Teach children songs that are 
or might be familiar to their 
families.
Make up songs or chants while 
pounding clay. Clap rhythms.

Make di�erent sounds with 
musical instruments.
Play musical games, such as “�e 
Farmer in the Dell” and “Hokey 
Pokey.”
Say, “�at music makes me think 
of a bee.”

Drama

(Communicating a message 
or story through action and 
dialogue)

Participate in and encourage 
children’s pretend play.
Gather props and invite children 
to act out familiar stories, such as 
Caps for Sale.
Have children show you the facial 
expressions of people who are 
happy, sad, angry, tired, excited, 
or afraid.
Provide puppets and props and 
encourage children to act out a 
story you read with them.

Gather props and act out 
Goldilocks and the �ree Bears in 
the Dramatic Play area.
Show the facial expressions of the 
troll as they retell �e �ree Billy 
Goats Gru�.

Make up a puppet show for others 
to watch.
Ask, “Guess who I am?” and then 
pretend to walk like an elephant.
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Arts Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Visual Arts

(Using a variety of media to 
communicate; learning to use 
art materials; appreciating many 
forms of art)

Provide materials children can 
use to represent their ideas (e.g., 
markers, crayons, paints, paper, 
clay, collage supplies, wire, and 
wooden scraps).
Talk about book illustrations and 
explain techniques such as torn-
paper pictures, watercolors, and 
pastels. Provide materials in the 
Art area for children’s exploration.
Add mirrors to the Art area and 
encourage children to look at 
their own facial features when 
they draw people.
Encourage children to draw 
pictures to show what they have 
learned.
Display children’s work 
attractively, prominently, and at 
children’s eye level.

Create a torn-paper collage after 
looking at books illustrated by 
Leo Lionni.
Use brightly colored paint at the 
easel.
Try di�erent ways to balance a 
mobile.
Make a get-well card for a friend.

Objectives for Development and Learning in the Arts 
Objective 33. Explores the visual arts

Objective 34. Explores musical concepts and expression

Objective 35. Explores dance and movement concepts

Objective 36. Explores drama through actions and language
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Tools and Equipment 
This component includes the different forms of technology, ranging from computers 
and digital cameras to wheels and shovels. By using various tools, children learn that 
each serves a different purpose. Explain,

“To draw a picture, we need paper and a crayon, a marker, or paint, or we need  
a computerized drawing program.”

“To write a story, we need paper and a pencil, pen, or marker, or we need a  
word-processing program.”

“To examine a tiny insect, we need a magnifying glass.”

People and Technology 
This component involves using technology responsibly and safely, caring for 
equipment, and using it appropriately. Because technology is part of everyday life 
and is often taken for granted, it is important for children to understand that people, 
including themselves, control its design and use. 

For example, children can control how they navigate a software program, change the 
volume on a tape player, or flip a light switch. When children learn how to handle 
CD-ROMs properly, how to exit a software program before turning the computer off, 
and how to take care of equipment, they are controlling technology.

This component, “people and technology,” also includes helping young children learn 
how people work together as they use technology. For instance, you can encourage a 
group of children to solve problems together on the computer. Help them realize that 
they can find a friend or adult to help them if they cannot figure out how to use a 
tool or piece of equipment, and they can share ideas about how to accomplish tasks.

Connecting Technology Content, Teaching, and Learning 
In The Creative Curriculum, teachers make learning about technology an appropriate 
part of the preschool program. The following chart shows how to connect technology 
content, teaching, and learning. The first column outlines the components of 
technology for preschool. The second column shows some of the many ways teachers 
can address this content effectively. The third column gives examples of what 
preschool children might do or say that shows their increasing understanding of each 
component of technology. Chapter 3 What Children Learn
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Technology Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Awareness of Technology

(Gaining awareness of tools 
and equipment for �nding 
information, communicating, 
and creating)

O�er toy cell phones, cameras, 
and microphones for children to 
use during play.
Point out how technology is used 
by people the children observe 
during �eld trips (e.g., “�e 
computer helps �re�ghters see a 
street map so they can drive to 
the �re.”).
Take videos of children as they 
play. Watch the videos with 
the children and talk about the 
equipment involved.

Pretend to scan merchandise 
while playing store.
Notice how computers are used at 
the �re station they visited.
Suggest making a video of their 
trip to a grocery store.

Basic Operations and Concepts

(Learning basic skills to operate 
tools and equipment; using 
appropriate terminology to 
communicate about technology)

Show children how to use a 
mouse, keyboard, or touch screen 
to operate a computer.
Teach children about the picture 
cues (icons) that help them 
navigate software programs.
Use computer terminology when 
showing children how to use a 
software program (e.g., “I’m going 
to paste the picture here.”).
Teach children how to exit a 
program before turning o� the 
computer.

Use a mouse, keyboard, or touch 
screen to operate the computer.
Use a drawing program to create 
a picture.
Rewind a tape they listened to so 
the next child can hear it from the 
beginning.
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Technology Content What Teachers Can Do What Preschool Children 
Might Do

Tools and Equipment

(Understanding that there are 
di�erent kinds of tools and 
equipment and that they can be 
used in a variety of ways)

Encourage children to record 
their retelling of a story and ask 
others to listen.
Set up a drawing program so 
children can create pictures to 
show what they have learned.
Show children how to use a 
simple word-processing program 
to type their names and other 
words.
Provide tools such as magnifying 
glasses, balance scales, and 
binoculars for children to use as 
they explore and investigate.

Tell a story into a tape recorder 
and listen to it with another child.
Use software to draw a �ower for 
a get well card.
Use a simple counting program to 
match numerals and quantities.
Watch birds at a feeder through 
binoculars.

People and Technology

(Understanding that technology 
is controlled by people; using 
tools and equipment safely 
and responsibly; working 
collaboratively while using 
technology)

Show children that they can 
create a line by dragging the 
mouse as they use a painting 
program.
Encourage children to work with 
each other to �gure out how to 
navigate a software program.
Develop rules with the children 
for using the computer safely and 
properly.

Drag a mouse to create straight 
and wavy lines on a computerized 
painting.
Say, “You shouldn’t eat your snack 
next to the computer because 
crumbs can break the keyboard.”
Click on icons (picture cues) to 
navigate a software program.

Objective for Technology Development and Learning
Objective 28. Uses tools and other technology to perform tasks
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Connecting	Block	Play	With	Objectives	for	
Development	and	Learning
Your familiarity with The Creative Curriculum for Preschool objectives for development 
and learning will help you identify what children are learning as they build and create 
with blocks. You can document children’s progress by writing observation notes and 
photographing children’s work. The following chart shows examples of what children 
might do in the Block area and relates each example to a selected objective.

Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Social–Emotional 

Say, “I don’t like it when you knock my 
blocks down.”

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors 

a. Manages feelings

Divide up the long blocks so each child 
has some to use

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors 

b. Follows limits and expectations

Caution a friend, “Don’t build too 
close to the shelf. Someone might step 
on your building.”

Objective 2. Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships 

b. Interacts with peers

Offer to build a gas station near a 
block road that other children built

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations

a. Balances needs and rights of self 
and others

Suggest, “Use this block. It’s just like 
mine,” during a struggle over blocks

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations 

b. Solves social problems

Physical 

Make a balance beam out of hollow 
blocks and walk across it

Objective 5. Demonstrates balancing 
skills 

b. Walks on beam

Balance small blocks carefully on a tall 
tower without knocking it down

Objective 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination 

a. Uses fingers and hands
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Draw a picture of a completed  
block structure

Objective 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination 

b. Uses writing and drawing tools

Language 

Explain, “I’m making a zoo. These 
buildings are for the animals.”

Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

b. Speaks clearly

Explain, “I’m making a drawbridge  
for our castle.”

Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

a. Uses an expanding expressive 
vocabulary

Discuss with another child ways build 
their airport

Objective 10. Uses appropriate 
conversational and other 
communication skills

a. Engages in conversations

Cognitive 

Look at a picture of a bridge and begin 
to construct one with craft sticks

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

a. Attends and engages
d. Shows curiosity and motivation

Get blue paper for a pretend pond 
when other children are using the blue 
rug sample he prefers

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

c. Solves problems
e. Shows flexibility and inventiveness 
in thinking

Sort blocks according to shape Objective 13. Uses classification skills

Literacy

Place a stop sign near a block road and 
say, “When your truck gets here, it has 
to stop.”

Objective 17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses

b. Uses print concepts
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Bring paper and pencil to a teacher and 
ask for help in making a sign that says, 
“Do not knock down”

Objective 19. Demonstrates emergent 
writing skills

b. Writes to convey meaning

Mathematics

Remind another child, “Don’t put 
more than four hollow blocks on top  
of each other.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts 
and operations

b. Quantifies

Say, “I’m going to put the animals 
inside the fence. You make a road 
outside the fence.” 

Objective 21. Explores and describes 
spatial relationships and shapes

a. Understands spatial relationships

Get a piece of string to measure  
two structures

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Create a wall by alternating short  
and tall blocks

Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge 
of patterns

Science and Technology

Tell a classmate, “You shouldn’t put  
the cow in my zoo cage. The lion will 
eat it.”

Objective 25. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the characteristics of living things

Build car ramps with a classmate and 
say, “I bet my car will go down faster 
than yours.”

Objective 26. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the physical properties of objects 
and materials

Social Studies

Draw a house and name the rooms. Objective 30. Shows basic 
understanding of people and how  
they live

Point to a line of cardboard brick 
blocks and say, “Follow this road to  
my house.”

Objective 32. Demonstrates simple 
geographic knowledge
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

�e Arts

Re-create a block tower by gluing craft 
sticks on cardboard

Objective 33. Explores the visual arts

Build three structures and use animal 
props to retell the story of “�e �ree 
Little Pigs”

Objective 36. Explores drama through 
actions and language

Creating an Environment for Block Play
The way you set up the Block area, the materials you provide for children, and the 
procedures you establish for using and caring for blocks set the stage for children’s 
development and learning. To maximize children’s learning from block play, give 
them sufficient room to build, a clearly defined space, appropriate flooring, and a 
variety of props and open-ended materials. The following illustration shows a Block 
area that is designed for imaginative, constructive play.

Note that blocks and props are 
arranged neatly so children 
can easily find and return the 
materials they want to use.

Tape on the floor 
defines a “no 
building zone” 
near the shelf. That 
discourages children 
from building where 
their constructions 
might be knocked by 
other children who 
are taking blocks 
from the shelf or 
returning them.
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Designs—Children are fascinated with symmetry, balance, and patterns, and 
they use blocks to make decorative patterns and symmetrical layouts. Once they 
have combined a few blocks in a design, they may continue the same pattern until 
their supply of blocks runs out, or they may try variations. Blocks become an art 
medium for children to express their ideas. 

Stage IV: Making Elaborate Constructions

Experienced builders are able to put blocks together with dexterity and skill. Children 
learn to adapt to changes in their building area by curving structures and by building 
them above, around, or over obstacles. Children in Stage IV often create artistic and 
complex structures. 

During this stage of block play, children need a variety of block sizes and shapes so 
they can make their constructions more elaborate. Another hallmark of Stage IV is 
that children use them as settings for dramatic play, often labeling them and even 
making signs so others will know what they built. 

Responding to Each Child
As you observe children’s individual development and learning, keep the stages 
of block building in mind so you can evaluate children’s experiences with blocks. 
You can use the information you gather to decide whether a child needs more time 
to practice particular skills or should be helped to move to the next stage. While 
observing a child, notice

what stage of block building the child has achieved

whether the child is aware of different shapes and sizes and able to return  
blocks to their proper places

whether the child talks about structures and responds to questions

what props and materials the child uses to build

Your observations will help you plan experiences to facilitate further learning. You 
may find, for example, that a child needs more encouragement to use blocks or needs 
an idea to get started. 
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To make the best use of your observations, keep the curricular objectives in mind as 
you observe children and reflect on what you saw and heard. When teachers take the 
time to consider what their observations tell them about a child, their responses are 
more likely to be effective in promoting development and learning. The following 
chart gives examples of how this process works in the Block area.

Observe Re�ect Respond

Alexa builds a tall structure 
with a road around it. She 
moves toy cars along the 
road and parks them by the 
building (Stage IV).

She uses blocks to represent 
something in particular. (Objective 
14, Uses symbols and images to 
represent something not present) 
She knows how to use objects in 
pretend play. (Objective 14)

How can I encourage her to 
engage in elaborate and sustained 
dramatic play? (Objective 11, 
Demonstrates positive approaches  
to learning)

Say, “I see that some cars are 
parked near your building. Is that 
a parking lot? How do people 
know where to park?”
O�er new materials, such as people 
�gures and tra�c signs.
Encourage her to involve other 
children: “I wonder whether Juwan 
can build a gas station so you can 
get gas for your car.”

Leo stands the double-unit 
blocks on end, one on top of 
the other, but they fall down. 
He tries this four times with 
the same result (Stage II).

He continues to work on a 
task even when encountering 
di�culties. (Objective 11, 
Demonstrates positive approaches to 
learning)

He notices the problem but doesn’t 
seem to understand what is causing 
it. (Objective 11)

How can I help him �gure out 
how to solve the problem?

Ask, “Why do you think the 
blocks fall down?”
O�er a suggestion: “I wonder how 
you could make the bottom of 
your building sturdier.”
Provide hard surfaces for building 
(e.g., cardboard or linoleum). “Let’s 
see what happens if you build on 
this instead of the rug.”
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Observe Re�ect Respond

Janelle puts blocks away, 
sorting some but not  
all correctly.

She takes responsibility for 
cleaning up. (Objective 1, Regulates 
own emotions and behaviors)

She participates in cleanup. 
(Objective 3, Participates 
cooperatively and constructively in 
group situations)

She has beginning skills in sorting 
and classifying. (Objective 13, Uses 
classi�cation skills)

Have I organized the arrangement 
of blocks, labeled the shelves, and 
explained the organization to the 
children?

Clearly label all the blocks and talk 
with the children about how they 
are arranged and why.
Incorporate some mathematics by 
making a suggestion: “Let’s put 
away all the triangular blocks �rst. 
Can you �nd all the blocks that 
look like this?”

Interacting With Children in the Block Area
There is no right or wrong way to build with blocks. Children may create whatever 
they want as long as they build safely. Sometimes children start with an idea of what 
they want to make; at other times three-dimensional designs grow as children place 
blocks together randomly or deliberately. When children’s block structures begin to 
resemble things they have seen, they start to identify what they build—roads, farms, 
or spaceships—and use them in dramatic play.

Your observations will help you determine when to interact and what to say to 
support children’s development and learning. 

Talking With Children About Their Structures
One of the most effective ways to promote children’s learning as they play with blocks 
is to talk with them about their structures. This may sound easier than it actually is, 
especially when children are just beginning to explore blocks and their constructions 

are simple. For example, talking with a child about the 
construction shown below might prove challenging for 
many teachers.

The easiest response to this builder would be to 
say, “That’s a nice building” or “Good job.” These 
statements do not say much at all about what the child 
did and do not give the child a chance to explain 
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To make the best use of your observations, keep the curricular objectives in mind as 
you observe children and reflect on what you saw and heard. When teachers take the 
time to consider what their observations tell them about a child, their responses are 
more likely to be effective in promoting development and learning. The following 
chart gives examples of how this process works in the Block area.

Observe Re�ect Respond

Alexa builds a tall structure 
with a road around it. She 
moves toy cars along the 
road and parks them by the 
building (Stage IV).

She uses blocks to represent 
something in particular. (Objective 
14, Uses symbols and images to 
represent something not present) 
She knows how to use objects in 
pretend play. (Objective 14)

How can I encourage her to 
engage in elaborate and sustained 
dramatic play? (Objective 11, 
Demonstrates positive approaches  
to learning)

Say, “I see that some cars are 
parked near your building. Is that 
a parking lot? How do people 
know where to park?”
O�er new materials, such as people 
�gures and tra�c signs.
Encourage her to involve other 
children: “I wonder whether Juwan 
can build a gas station so you can 
get gas for your car.”

Leo stands the double-unit 
blocks on end, one on top of 
the other, but they fall down. 
He tries this four times with 
the same result (Stage II).

He continues to work on a 
task even when encountering 
di�culties. (Objective 11, 
Demonstrates positive approaches to 
learning)

He notices the problem but doesn’t 
seem to understand what is causing 
it. (Objective 11)

How can I help him �gure out 
how to solve the problem?

Ask, “Why do you think the 
blocks fall down?”
O�er a suggestion: “I wonder how 
you could make the bottom of 
your building sturdier.”
Provide hard surfaces for building 
(e.g., cardboard or linoleum). “Let’s 
see what happens if you build on 
this instead of the rug.”
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Connecting Dramatic Play With Objectives for 
Development and Learning
Your familiarity with The Creative Curriculum for Preschool objectives for development 
and learning will help you identify what children are learning as they play. Using 
them, you can identify what each child can do and how to support the child’s moving 
to the next level. The following chart shows examples of what a child might do in the 
Dramatic Play area and relates each example to a selected objective.

Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Social–Emotional 

Replay scenes of a mother leaving her 
baby to go to work

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

a. Manages feelings

Hang dress-up clothes on hooks before 
leaving the area, matching each piece 
with its picture and word label

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

b. Follows limits and expectations

Comfort another child and say, “Sure, 
you may have a turn.”

Objective 2. Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships

b. Responds to emotional cues

Sort the play money so everyone has 
some to use in the pretend store

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations

a. Balances needs and rights of self 
and others

Say, “Okay, we can both be firefighters. 
I’ll drive the truck, and you hold  
the hose.”

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations

b. Solves social problems

Physical 

Carefully pour water from a pitcher 
into teacups without spilling

Objective 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Write a shopping list before going to 
the grocery store

Objective 7. Demonstrates fine motor 
strength and coordination

b. Uses writing and drawing tools
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Language 

Say, “I’m the bus driver. I’ll get the 
steering wheel,” when asked who he 
wants to be

Objective 8. Listens to and 
understands increasingly complex 
language

a. Comprehends language 

Hand out menus and say, “Today we 
have spaghetti and meatballs. Only 
four dollars. Who wants it?”

Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

a. Uses an expanding expressive 
vocabulary 

Ask another child, “What would you 
like to eat? I’m going to the store to 
buy dinner.”

Objective 10. Uses appropriate 
conversational and other 
communication skills

a. Engages in conversations

Cognitive 

Get scissors and gray and green 
construction paper to make coins and 
dollar bills for the pretend shoe store 

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

a. Attends and engages
b. Persists
e. Shows flexibility and inventiveness 
in thinking

Say, “When you give a shot, first you 
have to get some cotton and rub the 
arm clean.”

Objective 12. Remembers and 
connects experiences

a. Recognizes and recalls

Pick up a block and say, “Here’s 
your hamburger. Do you want some 
ketchup?”

Objective 14. Uses symbols and images 
to represent something not present

a. Thinks symbolically 

Get a cardboard box, draw windows 
and a door on the sides, and announce, 
“Here’s a house for the dog.” 

Objective 14. Uses symbols and images 
to represent something not present

b. Engages in sociodramatic play

Literacy

Point to a K on the cereal box and say, 
“My name starts like that.”

Objective 16. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the alphabet

a. Identifies and names letters
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Copy words from coupons to write a 
list of foods to buy at a pretend store

Objective 19. Demonstrates emergent 
writing skills

b. Writes to convey meaning

Take out a pad and write a  
prescription for a patient, saying, 
“Here. Take this to the drugstore  
and get some pills.”

Objective 19. Demonstrates emergent 
writing skills

b. Writes to convey meaning

Mathematics

Set the table for four persons, putting a 
spoon and plate at each chair

Objective 20. Uses number concepts 
and operations

a. Counts

Tell another child that the cups go  
on the top shelf and the bread goes on 
the bottom

Objective 21. Explores and describes 
spatial relationships and shapes

a. Understands spatial relationships

Look at the clock and say, “It’s time for 
your appointment. Are you ready to see 
the doctor?”

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Say, “First I put on the dress. Then the 
vest goes over it.”

Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge 
of patterns

Science and Technology

Hold a toy bottle to a doll’s mouth 
and say, “Here, drink this milk. It will 
make you strong.”

Objective 25. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the characteristics of living things

Push the buttons on a working 
calculator and tell a pretend customer, 
“Okay, that will cost you eleventy 
dollars.”

Objective 28. Uses tools and other 
technology to perform tasks
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Levels of Dramatic Play

Dramatic Play Skills Beginning Level Advanced Level

Interacting Solitary play (e.g., child pretends 
to be a mommy rocking a baby, 
paying little attention to what 
others are doing) 
Functional cooperation (e.g., child 
agrees to take turns using the 
steering wheel)

Cooperative e�ort (e.g., child 
agrees to be a passenger on a bus, 
gives the driver a ticket, and asks 
for change) 

Communicating Verbally Verbalization centers around  
the use of toys (e.g., “Bring me  
that phone” or “I had the  
carriage �rst”)

Dialogue about play theme 
(constant chatter about roles 
children are playing), e.g., in a 
pretend restaurant: “What do 
you want to eat?” “Do you have 
sandwiches?” “Yup. We have tuna, 
chicken, and peanut butter.”

Responding to Each Child
The six skills children use to engage in dramatic play provide a focus for observing 
children’s play and determining the type of intervention that will be most effective 
with each child. Keeping these skills in mind, notice whether the child 

selects the same role day after day or experiments with different roles and thinks 
of many different aspects of the role

uses props to make believe or uses movements and/or words to substitute for 
real objects (such as pretending to punch the buttons on an imaginary phone)

makes up a situation and plays out a sequence of events 

spends 10 minutes or longer in a dramatic play episode

collaborates with other children in dramatic play

uses language to communicate ideas

Observing these aspects of dramatic play allows you to compile a profile of each 
child’s skills. Based on what you learn, you can make decisions about when it is 
appropriate to intervene and how.
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Social Studies

Put on a �re�ghter’s hat and pretend 
to put out an oven �re with a make-
believe extinguisher

Objective 30. Shows basic 
understanding of people and how  
they live

�e Arts

Scrunch squares of colored tissue paper 
together and wind pipe cleaners around 
them to make a �ower arrangement for 
the table

Objective 33. Explores the visual arts

Line up dolls and put a puppet show 
on for them, using several puppets and 
di�erent voices for di�erent characters 

Objective 36. Explores drama through 
actions and language
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To make the best use of your observations, also keep The Creative Curriculum 
objectives for development and learning in mind. Watch what a child does and 
consider which objectives are most relevant. Ask yourself a series of questions before 
you decide how to respond. Your observations and reflections will help you identify 
each child’s developmental levels in terms of the objectives. This may lead you to plan 
new experiences, to change the environment in some way, or to provide more focused 
instruction to support the child’s learning. The following chart gives examples of how 
you might use your observations of a child to respond appropriately. 

Observe Re�ect Respond

Jonelle places a dress on 
the ironing board, runs the 
wooden iron over it, and 
says, “I’m getting ready for  
a party.” 

Jonelle uses real objects and is able 
to make believe as she acts out a 
play scenario. (Objective 14, Uses 
symbols and images to represent 
something not present and Objective 
36, Explores drama through actions 
and language)

How can I encourage her to extend 
her make-believe play and involve 
other children?

Ask questions to sustain her play: 
“Are you giving the party? Will 
you be making some decorations?”
Make her aware of other children: 
“I bet Sonya would like to come to 
the party. Look, she’s trying on a 
dress right now.”

Tyrone rocks back and forth 
in a rocking chair, holding a 
doll and watching the other 
children but not interacting.

Tyrone may not know how to 
approach other children. (Objective 
2, Establishes and sustains positive 
relationships)

He is at the stage of imitating 
what he has seen (Objective 14, 
Uses symbols and images to represent 
something not present)

How can I intervene to extend his 
dramatic play skills and help him 
feel more comfortable interacting 
with other children? 

Point out what other children are 
doing: “Look, Jonetta is feeding 
her baby. Let’s �nd out what she’s 
giving her baby.”
Become involved by asking, “Is 
your baby hungry? Do you want 
me to hold your baby while you 
warm up a bottle?”
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To make the best use of your observations, also keep The Creative Curriculum 
objectives for development and learning in mind. Watch what a child does and 
consider which objectives are most relevant. Ask yourself a series of questions before 
you decide how to respond. Your observations and reflections will help you identify 
each child’s developmental levels in terms of the objectives. This may lead you to plan 
new experiences, to change the environment in some way, or to provide more focused 
instruction to support the child’s learning. The following chart gives examples of how 
you might use your observations of a child to respond appropriately. 

Observe Re�ect Respond

Jonelle places a dress on 
the ironing board, runs the 
wooden iron over it, and 
says, “I’m getting ready for  
a party.” 

Jonelle uses real objects and is able 
to make believe as she acts out a 
play scenario. (Objective 14, Uses 
symbols and images to represent 
something not present and Objective 
36, Explores drama through actions 
and language)

How can I encourage her to extend 
her make-believe play and involve 
other children?

Ask questions to sustain her play: 
“Are you giving the party? Will 
you be making some decorations?”
Make her aware of other children: 
“I bet Sonya would like to come to 
the party. Look, she’s trying on a 
dress right now.”

Tyrone rocks back and forth 
in a rocking chair, holding a 
doll and watching the other 
children but not interacting.

Tyrone may not know how to 
approach other children. (Objective 
2, Establishes and sustains positive 
relationships)

He is at the stage of imitating 
what he has seen (Objective 14, 
Uses symbols and images to represent 
something not present)

How can I intervene to extend his 
dramatic play skills and help him 
feel more comfortable interacting 
with other children? 

Point out what other children are 
doing: “Look, Jonetta is feeding 
her baby. Let’s �nd out what she’s 
giving her baby.”
Become involved by asking, “Is 
your baby hungry? Do you want 
me to hold your baby while you 
warm up a bottle?”
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Observe Re�ect Respond

Using scissors, Dallas cuts 
out coupons from a coupon 
book and copies letters from 
the coupons on a note pad.

Dallas can cut on a line with a 
scissors. (Objective 7, Demonstrates 
�ne-motor strength and 
coordination)

He writes by copying letters. 
(Objective 19, Demonstrates 
emergent writing skills and Objective 
17, Demonstrates knowledge of print 
and its uses)

What new props can I add to 
extend his interest in reading  
and writing and to involve  
other children? 

Place empty food containers and 
play money in the area.
Involve other children by asking, 
“Are you planning to go shopping? 
I wonder who will be at the store 
to help you.”
Plan a trip to a grocery store.

When another child says 
there is no food in the 
cupboard, Susie goes to the 
collage box, brings back 
Styrofoam® pellets, and  
says, “Here are some beans 
for dinner.”

Susie �nds multiple uses for 
classroom objects. (Objective 11, 
Demonstrates positive approaches  
to learning) 

She can use a substitute object to 
represent something she needs. 
(Objective 14, Uses symbols and 
images to represent something  
not present)

How can I support her eagerness to 
help other children and extend her 
play ideas?

Validate what she did: “Do you 
have enough beans for me, too?”
Involve other children to sustain 
the play: “Tasheen, would you like 
to join us for dinner? Do you have 
something to bring?”

Interacting With Children During Dramatic Play
To maximize opportunities for children to gain social–emotional, physical, cognitive, 
and language skills, teachers should take an active role in supporting children’s 
dramatic play. Your ongoing observations will help you know when it’s appropriate to 
let children be and when it would be helpful to interact. If your observations tell you 
that children appear to be stuck in their choice of dramatic roles, they simply may 
need your help in coming up with new ideas. They will be more likely to explore new 
concepts related to a study if the Dramatic Play area incorporates relevant materials. 
There are several approaches.
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Connecting	Toys	and	Games	With	Objectives	
for	Development	and	Learning
Your understanding of The Creative Curriculum objectives for development and 
learning will help you guide children’s learning in the Toys and Games area. The 
following chart shows examples of what a child might do in the Toys and Games area 
and relates each example to a selected objective.

Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Social–Emotional 

Say, “You took the LEGO® I wanted!  
Is there another like it?”

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

a. Manages feelings

String beads and, when finished, 
return them to the proper place on  
the shelf

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

b. Follows limits and expectations

Invite a particular child to play a  
board game

Objective 2. Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships

c. Interacts with peers
d. Makes friends

See the reaction of a child who is  
being rejected by others and say,  
“Play with me.”

Objective 2. Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships

b. Responds to emotional cues

Find a different car when another  
child wants the same one

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations

b. Solves social problems

Physical 

Moves a small game piece along the 
path designated on a game board

Objective 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Use a magnetic drawing toy for writing 
and drawing

Objective 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

b. Uses writing and drawing tools 
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Language 

Answer, “A red one,” when asked, 
“Which bead will you add next?” 

Objective 8. Listens to and 
understands increasingly complex 
language

a. Comprehends language

Ask, “Where did you get all of  
these keys?”

Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

b. Speaks clearly 

Say, “I put these rocks together because 
they are rough. All of these are shiny.”

Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

a. Uses an expanding expressive 
vocabulary

Talk with a classmate about a LEGO® 
structure as they build it

Objective 10. Uses appropriate 
conversational and other 
communication skills

a. Engages in conversations

Cognitive 

Tape two papers together after the 
stapler jams

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

b. Persists

Ask, “How high can we stack the pegs 
before they crash?”

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

d. Shows curiosity and motivation

Put puzzles together by looking at the 
shapes of the pieces as well as the parts 
of pictures printed on them

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

e. Shows flexibility and inventiveness 
in thinking

Make a fence for toy animals after 
visiting a farm

Objective 12. Remembers and 
connects experiences

b. Makes connections

Group bear counters by color Objective 13. Uses classification skills  
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Make a helicopter with Krinkles® 
blocks

Objective 14. Uses symbols and images 
to represent something not present

a. Thinks symbolically 

Use a stick as a conductor’s baton Objective 14. Uses symbols and images 
to represent something not present

b. Engages in sociodramatic play

Literacy

Name letters while moving them 
around on a magnetic board

Objective 16. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the alphabet

a. Identifies and names letters

Line up alphabet blocks from left  
to right

Objective 17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses

b. Uses print concepts

Mathematics

Fit one peg systematically in each hole 
of a pegboard

Objective 20. Uses number concepts 
and operations

a. Counts

Hold up a chain of interlocking links 
and say, “This is as tall as I am.”

Objective 22. Compares and measures

String beads in a pattern: red circle, 
blue square; red circle, blue square; etc.

Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge 
of patterns 

Science and Technology

Put shells on top of a completed puzzle 
of a beach scene and say, “This is where 
shells live.”

Objective 25. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the characteristics of living things

Say, “This block is too big to put on 
top. You have to put it on the bottom.”

Objective 26. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the physical properties of objects 
and materials
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Social Studies

Tell a classmate in which direction to 
move her game piece on the board 

Objective 32. Demonstrates simple 
geographic knowledge

�e Arts

Create abstract designs by using an 
electric pegboard and lighted pieces 

Objective 33. Explores the visual arts

Creating an Environment for Toys and Games
Children enjoy using toys and games and benefit from them when the area where 
they are kept is arranged thoughtfully. Both the location of the Toys and Games area 
and the way toys are displayed affect the way children use the materials, learn from 
them, and take care of them.

The tables can be separated so children can use 
toys and games on the floor if they choose.

Materials are labeled with both a picture 
and words. Labels are laminated first 
and then attached with clear tape.The shelves are neatly arranged 

so that children can see the 
available choices.
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As children experiment with toys and games, they invent more and more ways to 
use the materials, gaining new skills as they play. Children’s development in this 
interest area is enhanced when teachers make good decisions about when and how to 
introduce new and increasingly complex materials. After first observing how children 
use toys and games, you can decide how to respond.

Responding to Each Child
The teacher’s role is to provide encouragement, help children get involved with 
materials, introduce new skills, challenge children to take the next step in their 
learning, and talk to them about their efforts and accomplishments. You will know 
how to respond after observing what children say and do as they work. Your role is 
to figure out what interests children and how they approach materials. On the basis 
of what you learn, you can build on children’s interests and address their individual 
strengths and needs. Notice whether a child

selects and cares for materials independently

explores the physical properties of the materials (functional play), builds  
and creates (constructive play), role-plays (sociodramatic play), or plays games 
with rules

is developing increased eye–hand coordination and fine-motor skills

uses logical thinking skills to work with materials (e.g., classifying, patterning, 
measuring, comparing, and counting)

communicates what he or she is doing while playing with toys and games

The information you gain from focused observation enables you to respond 
appropriately. It also can guide you in the kinds of questions to ask, the comments 
you make, and your decision about materials.

Careful observation lets you know which toys and materials the children select and 
how they use those materials. Observation also gives you insights about how children 
apply literacy, math, science, and other content area skills. On the basis of what you 
see, you can plan ways to enhance each child’s development. The following chart 
shows examples of what a child might do in the Toys and Games area, what you 
might reflect upon, and how you might respond.
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Observe Re�ect Respond

Leo moves a game marker 
around the board like a race 
car. He ignores a friend’s 
request to take turns.

Leo is engaged in functional play.
Leo is pretending with the game 
marker. (Objective 14, Uses symbols 
and images to represent something 
not present)

He is playing alongside other 
children but is not taking turns in 
the game. (Objective 3, Participates 
cooperatively and constructively in 
group situations)

Does he have the necessary skills 
for playing games with rules?

Follow his interest in race cars and 
o�er him blocks to use as ramps 
and roads.
Join him in a game he has created 
and talk about what you are doing 
as you take turns (“I �nished my 
turn. Now it’s your turn.”).

Jonetta pulls a toy gun made 
from LEGO® bricks from her 
belt and says, “�is is like 
Daddy’s.”

Jonetta uses LEGO® bricks to 
represent a real object. (Objective 
14, Uses symbols and images to 
represent something not present)

How can I redirect her attention 
from gun making?
How can I help Jonetta use  
her creativity in a more 
constructive way?

Play near Jonetta and suggest other 
constructions.
O�er props and pictures that 
inspire other ways to use  
LEGO® pieces.

Malik alternates blue and 
yellow pegs around the edge 
of a pegboard.

Malik is creating a simple pattern. 
(Objective 23, Demonstrates 
knowledge of patterns)

He is showing coordination and 
�ne-motor control as he places 
the pegs in the holes. (Objective 7, 
Demonstrates �ne-motor strength 
and coordination)

How can Malik be challenged to 
make more complicated patterns?

Say, “I see you made a pattern: 
blue, yellow; blue, yellow. . .”
Draw Malik’s attention to patterns 
in the environment throughout  
the day.
Make a pattern with three colors of 
pegs and invite him to continue it.
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Observe Re�ect Respond

Dallas connects three 
interlocking cubes and 
recites, “One, two, three, 
four, �ve.”

Dallas is experimenting with 
counting. (Objective 20, Uses 
number concepts and operations)

He connected the cubes easily. 
(Objective 7, Demonstrates �ne-
motor strength and coordination)

Does Dallas connect number 
names with quantities in other 
situations (e.g., bring two 
paintbrushes when asked)? 

Show Dallas how to touch each 
object as he counts.
Invite him to do simple tasks that 
will help him understand one-
to-one correspondence (e.g., pass 
out cups, put one seed in each 
container, and place one note in 
each cubby).
Encourage Dallas to use numbers 
and to count throughout the day.

Interacting With Children in the Toys and 
Games Area
As you observe the children in your program, you will discover many different ways 
to interact with them in the Toys and Games area. The teacher’s presence and the 
promise of personal attention for a few minutes can be a powerful incentive for 
children to remain in the area and engage with materials. Here is an example of how 
this might happen.

Sonya, Carlos, and Tasheen have each assembled a pile of buttons. Mr. Alvarez 
asks whether he may join them. He begins arranging his buttons as he observes 
the children’s play.

Sonya: My Mommy made a dress that had a button that looked like  
this one.

Carlos: Hey, I have one like that! Here’s another…and another… 
and another!

Mr. Alvarez: You found four buttons that are just alike. One, two, three, four.

Carlos: (Joins Mr. Alvarez in touching and counting the buttons.)

Tasheen: I found more than that. I have 42. (She lines up 10 buttons.)

Carlos: No, you don’t. Count them.
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Connecting	Art	With	Objectives	for	
Development	and	Learning
A glance at The Creative Curriculum for Preschool objectives for development and 
learning underscores the many ways that children learn as they engage in art 
experiences. The following chart shows examples of what a child might do in the  
Art area and relates each example to a selected objective.

Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Social–Emotional 

Draw a picture of family members 
after saying good-bye to her mother

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

a. Manages feelings

Take finished artwork to his cubby and 
store it there to take home at the end of 
the day

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

b. Follows limits and expectations

Stay in his assigned space while 
painting an outdoor mural and talk 
with other painters about which colors 
to use first

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations

a. Balances needs and rights of self 
and others

Use two half-unit blocks for her 
structure when another child picks up 
the remaining unit block

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations

b. Solves social problems 

Physical 

Pound and roll clay to form snakes Objective 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Experiment with a variety of painting 
tools (brushes, cotton swabs, string, 
and sponges) to create different effects 
in a painting

Objective 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

b. Uses writing and drawing tools
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Language 

Ask a child who is painting next 
to him outside, “Why is my paper 
blowing away but yours isn’t?”

Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

b. Speaks clearly

Describe his drawing, “It stopped 
raining. Here’s the sun making 
everyone happy because they can go 
out to play.”

Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

a. Uses an expanding expressive 
vocabulary

Talk with a volunteer at the 
woodworking table about how  
to tighten the vise

Objective 10. Uses appropriate 
conversational and other 
communication skills

a. Engages in conversations 

Cognitive 

Ask the teacher whether she may 
continue working on her weaving 
during the next choice time

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

a. Attends and engages
b. Persists

Experiment at the easel to see how 
many different colors he can make by 
combining blue, red, yellow, white, and 
black paint

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

d. Shows curiosity and motivation

Pick up natural objects (leaves, pods, 
acorns, and pebbles) displayed on the 
art table and place them in different 
positions before getting glue to make 
an assemblage

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

e. Shows flexibility and inventiveness 
in thinking

Literacy

Show a teacher a picture of a flower 
in a book about Georgia O’Keefe and 
say, “My flower looks like this one. We 
have the same colors!”

Objective 17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses

a. Uses and appreciates books
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Sign her name in the bottom right 
corner of a drawing

Objective 19. Demonstrates emergent 
writing skills

a. Writes name 

Mathematics

Look at a landscape painting and say, 
“The reason the cows look so small is 
because they are far away.”

Objective 21. Explores and describes 
spatial relationships and shapes

a. Understands spatial relationships

Paint a series of rainbows with stripes 
of red, orange, and green

Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge 
of patterns

Science and Technology

Move objects hung on a coat hanger 
mobile so that the mobile hangs 
straight

Objective 26. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the physical properties of objects 
and materials

Social Studies

Say, “I have to add earrings ’cause I’m 
wearing earrings today,” while making 
a figure from modeling clay

Objective 29. Demonstrates knowledge 
about self

The Arts

Use markers and glue objects on  
a small paper bag to make an  
animal puppet

Objective 33. Explores the visual arts
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Responding to Each Child
From your observations of children in the Art area, you can plan experiences that will 
further children’s growth. As you carefully observe a child in action, reflect on what 
you have seen and heard so your response will help the child develop and refine skills. 
Think about whether a child

is able to hold and use a scissors, paintbrush, crayons, chalk, and other art •	
materials effectively

comes up with her own ideas or looks to others for inspiration•	

represents her ideas and feelings in different art forms•	

is able to describe what he likes about his own and others’ art•	

takes risks in creating art that looks different•	

enjoys using art to illustrate stories and to make books•	

On the basis of your observations, you can determine each child’s developmental 
strengths and challenges. Use the curricular objectives to guide your reflections and 
responses. The chart that follows gives examples of how this might work.

Observe Reflect Respond

While gluing wood pieces 
together, Ben keeps trying 
without success to glue a 
round knob to a flat board. 
As he picks up the knob 
for the third time, he says, 
“Round things are hard to 
build with.”

Despite encountering difficulties, 
Ben keeps trying to glue the 
knob to a board. (Objective 11, 
Demonstrates positive approaches to 
learning) 

How can I help him accomplish 
this task? 

Encourage Ben to think about why 
round objects are hard to glue: 
“What do you think makes those 
round pieces so hard to  
build with?”
Talk with Ben about how he 
might approach the task to ensure 
success: “Do you think it might 
help if we tape the round piece in 
place until the glue dries?”
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Observe Reflect Respond

Crystal rolls clay into four 
balls and sticks a pipe cleaner 
into each one. As she lifts 
one up she says, “I made  
four cupcakes.”

Crystal is able to use clay and pipe 
cleaners to construct and name real 
objects. (Objective 14, Uses symbols 
and images to represent something 
not present) 

What can I do to encourage her to 
use the cupcakes in more complex 
play? (Objective 14, Uses symbols 
and images to represent something 
not present)

She matches one pipe cleaner 
for each lump of clay. (Objective 
20, Uses number concepts and 
operations)

How can I build on her math 
skills?
Use the child’s idea as an 
introduction to make-believe 
play, asking, “Oh, what kind of 
cupcakes are they? I can’t wait to 
eat one!”
Tell Crystal, “Let’s count to see 
whether we have enough cupcakes 
so that everyone at the art table 
can have one.”

At the easel, Jonetta begins 
to paint a picture. As paint 
starts to drip down the 
paper, she complains, “I can’t 
make it stop!”

Jonetta notices the dripping paint 
but doesn’t seem to know what 
the problem is. (Objective 26, 
Demonstrates knowledge of  
the physical properties of objects  
and materials)

How can I help her wonder 
about this and test some possible 
solutions? (Objective 24, Uses 
scientific inquiry skills and Objective 
11, Demonstrates positive approaches 
to learning)

Say, “I wonder why the paint drips. 
Why do you think that happens? 
What can you do to keep it from 
dripping?” 
Offer some possible solutions if  
she is clearly frustrated, e.g., 
wiping the brush or painting on  
a flat surface.

Juwan makes a sculpture 
of clay, twigs, yarn, and 
Styrofoam® peanuts. After 
completing it, he announces, 
“I made a grasshopper.”

Juwan manipulates objects with 
increasing control. (Objective 7, 
Demonstrates fine-motor strength 
and coordination)

He knows about grasshoppers 
and is able to construct a model 
of one. (Objective 14, Uses symbols 
and images to represent something 
not present and Objective 25, 
Demonstrates knowledge of the 
characteristics of living things)

Comment on what he has done: 
“Tell me about your grasshopper. 
How did you know how to  
make one?”
Suggest looking in a book to learn 
more about grasshoppers.
Offer an idea: “Does your 
grasshopper need a home? What 
materials would you need?”
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Chapter 10  Library

Connecting	Library	Area	Play	With	Objectives	
for	Development	and	Learning
Teachers who are familiar with The Creative Curriculum for Preschool objectives for 
development and learning understand that literacy involves all developmental areas. 
The following chart shows examples of what a child might do in the Library area and 
relates each example to a selected objective.

Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Social–Emotional 

Say, “I’m not scared of giants,” after 
hearing Jack and the Beanstalk

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

a. Manages feelings

Ask teacher for tape to fix a torn page Objective 1.Regulates own emotions 
and behavior 

b. Follows limits and expectations

Invite another child to take part in 
acting out a story

Objective 2. Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships

c. Interacts with peers
d. Makes friends

Say, “He was scared to be away from 
his mom and dad,” after hearing Ira 
Sleeps Over (Bernard Waber)

Objective 2. Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships

b. Responds to emotional cues

Say, “I’ll give you this puppet when I’m 
done with it.”

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations

a. Balances needs and rights of self 
and others

Physical 

Use a hole punch and stapler while 
making a book

Objective 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Language 

Respond to the question, “What do 
you think this story is about?”

Objective 8. Listens to and 
understands increasingly complex 
language

a. Comprehends language

Dictate a caption for a drawing Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

b. Speaks clearly

Have a conversation about the kind of 
bread served at school, after reading 
Bread, Bread, Bread (Ann Morris)

Objective 10. Uses appropriate 
conversational and other 
communication skills

a. Engages in conversations

Cognitive 

Comment, “If Max doesn’t go home, 
he won’t get any supper,” while reading 
Where the Wild Things Are (Maurice 
Sendak)

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

c. Solves problems

Talk about being a good friend after 
hearing the story of the Rainbow Fish 
(Marcus Pfister)

Objective 12. Remembers and 
connects experiences

b. Makes connections

Gather props for portraying Baby Bear, 
Mama Bear, and Papa Bear

Objective 13. Uses classification skills

Literacy

Say, “There’s a ned on my head!” after 
hearing the story There’s a Wocket in my 
Pocket! (Seuss) 

Objective 15. Demonstrates 
phonological awareness

a. Notices and discriminates rhyme

Point to and name letters while reading 
Chicka Chicka Boom, Boom (Bill 
Martin, Jr.)

Objective 16. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the alphabet

a. Identifies and names letters
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Chapter 10  Library

Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Scribble messages to classmates, 
proceeding from left to right and  
top to bottom

Objective 17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses

b. Uses print concepts

Dramatize the story The Mitten 
(Jan Brett)

Objective 18. Comprehends and 
responds to books and other texts

c. Retells stories

Write “I LV U” on a card to her 
mother and sign her name

Objective 19. Demonstrates emergent 
writing skills

b. Writes to convey meaning

Mathematics

Order events correctly when retelling 
The Napping House (Audrey Wood)

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Join in saying, “but he was still 
hungry” while listening to The Very 
Hungry Caterpillar (Eric Carle)

Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge 
of patterns

Science and Technology

Remind a classmate to pick up and 
throw away a dropped napkin after  
the teacher reads The Earth and I 
(Frank Asch)

Objective 27. Demonstrates knowledge 
of Earth’s environment

Record her own narration of Brown 
Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? 
(Bill Martin, Jr.), using a tape recorder 
with a teacher’s help

Objective 28. Uses tools and other 
technology to perform tasks

Social Studies

Point to pictures in We Are Cousins/
Somos primos (Diane Gonzalez 
Bertrand) and tell a classmate, “They 
look like my cousins.”

Objective 29. Demonstrates knowledge 
about self

Ask a teacher to help her make a map 
of places she likes to visit such as 
the map in Bear About Town (Stella 
Blackstone)

Objective 32. Demonstrates simple 
geographic knowledge
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

�e Arts

Make a cut-paper collage after  
looking at the cover of Wings 
(Christopher Myers)

Objective 33. Explores the visual arts

Move spontaneously to the rhythm of 
the language as a teacher reads Charlie 
Parker played be bop (Chris Raschka)

Objective 35. Explores dance and 
movement concepts 

Creating an Environment for the Library Area
An effective Library area invites children to spend time there. It conveys the message 
that exciting things can happen in a quiet atmosphere. Although children learn about 
reading, writing, listening, and speaking in all interest areas, the Library area is the 
hub of literacy learning. It should include spaces for looking at books, listening to 
recordings, writing, retelling familiar stories, and perhaps using a computer. 

A cozy area offers a place for both 
physical and emotional comfort. 
Add softness such as beanbag chairs, 
pillows, stuffed animals, and dolls.

Paper, pencil, and markers are easily accessible on a writing 
table. The alphabet and children’s names are displayed.

The books are displayed on open shelves with the 
covers facing out to spark children's interest. A 
wide variety of books are available that reflect 
children’s interests and backgrounds.
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The Creative Curriculum Objectives for Development & Learning shows the 
developmental progressions for Objective 19, “Demonstrates emergent writing  
skills.” Levels are explained for two dimensions: 19a, “Writes name” and 19b,  
“Writes to convey meaning.” The indicators and examples will guide your analysis  
of children’s writing. 

Responding to Each Child
Children tend to be quiet while they use library materials, so busy teachers are often 
tempted to turn their attention to more active and noisy areas where children demand 
their immediate assistance. However, the Library area offers so many opportunities for 
learning that it is important to interact with children there during every choice time. 

You can gain many insights about a child’s language and emerging literacy skills by 
focusing your observations. An appropriate starting point is to look for the reading 
and writing behaviors related to the curricular objectives. In observing a child’s use of 
the Library area, notice whether the child

shows a preference for certain topics or books and often connects them to 
familiar experiences

talks about stories, pretends to read them, and points out particular words  
in the texts

handles books appropriately and follows print from left to right and top  
to bottom

retells stories in his or her own words (with or without props)

writes or scribbles messages

Focused observations provide valuable information about each child’s interests and 
skills in library-related activities. That information can then be used to plan specific 
activities to support each child’s development and learning. As you observe children 
in the Library area, keep the curricular objectives in mind. They will help you 
determine each child’s current developmental levels and what you can do to help him 
or her progress. Look at the examples on the following chart to understand how your 
responses can promote learning.
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Observe Re�ect Respond

Zack holds a pencil with  
his �st when he attempts  
to write.

Zack attempts to write and seems 
to be at level 1, “Scribbles or 
marks.” (Objective 19, Demonstrates 
emergent writing skills)

Are his hand muscles developed 
enough to hold and control a 
pencil correctly? (Objective 7, 
Demonstrates �ne-motor strength 
and coordination) 

Has Zack had many opportunities 
to write? 

O�er Zack writing tools of various 
sizes (chubby and regular) and 
have him decide which are most 
comfortable. Show him how to 
hold them.
Encourage him to strengthen 
his hand muscles by using small 
manipulatives and play dough.

Kate points to the pictures in 
a book and pretends to read 
to a baby doll.

Kate chooses to read a book 
more often than other activities. 
(Objective 17, Demonstrates 
knowledge of print and its uses)

She imitates beginning reading 
behaviors. (Objective 18, 
Comprehends and responds to books 
and other texts)

Does Kate realize that readers 
attend primarily to the written 
words rather than the pictures?

Invite Kate to choose a book for 
story time.
While reading a story to Kate, 
occasionally sweep a �nger under 
the words.
Provide her with props and 
encourage her to dramatize a story.

Derek asks how to spell 
Pappy when creating a get-
well card for his grandfather.

Derek writes to convey meaning. 
(Objective 19, Demonstrates 
emergent writing skills)

He is able to write recognizable 
letters, often copying letters from 
an alphabet strip. (Objective 16, 
Demonstrates knowledge of the 
alphabet)

What letter–sound connections 
does he make?
Are there appropriate materials to 
support his interest in writing?

As you write the word Pappy, talk 
about the letters as you write them 
and what other words start with 
the same sound.
Include interesting stationery, 
markers, and stickers to encourage 
more writing.
Share books such as First One Foot, 
�en the Other (Tomie dePaola) to 
help him talk about his feelings.
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Observe Re�ect Respond
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help him talk about his feelings.
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Observe Re�ect Respond

Tasheen pretends to walk 
through tall grass and 
chants, “Swishy swashy! 
Swishy swashy!” while 
joining others in dramatizing 
“We’re Going on a Bear 
Hunt.”

Tasheen participates in story 
time and acts out main events. 
(Objective 18, Comprehends and 
responds to books and other texts 
and Objective 36, Explores drama 
through actions and language)

She often plays with words in 
stories and rhymes. (Objective 
15, Demonstrates phonological 
awareness)

What other stories and rhymes will 
promote Tasheen’s phonological 
awareness?
I wonder whether Tasheen is able 
to retell this story in the correct 
sequence.

Invite Tasheen to lead others in 
chanting words to this story during 
group time.
Introduce her to Dr. Seuss’s  
books and other stories that play 
with words.
O�er Tasheen props to help her 
retell the story.
Help her learn the meaning of 
story-related words such as cave 
and stream.

Interacting With Children in the Library Area 
Teachers are role models for young children. If you show children how much  
you enjoy books and if they see you writing often and for a variety of purposes, 
children will want to imitate you. The Library area is a place where teachers actively 
read books to children, tell stories, enjoy listening to recordings, and promote 
children’s writing. 

Reading Books With Children
There are two important things to keep in mind about reading books to children. 
First, reading aloud is the very best way to inspire a love for reading and to promote 
language and literacy skills. Second, the way you read a story makes a difference. 
Research has shown that children’s language development is influenced positively 
when adults encourage them to become involved in the story. Teachers must ask 
open-ended questions, add information, and prompt children to make connections 
with their own experiences (Whitehurst, 1992). 
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Cognitive—Children use process skills when they observe and ask questions about 
the world around them. They watch plants and animals with great curiosity and 
make predictions about how they change, move, and react to different conditions. 
Children organize information by classifying, comparing, measuring, counting, 
and graphing objects. They represent their findings by drawing, writing, and 
creating models.

Connecting Discovery Area Play With 
Objectives for Development and Learning
Your understanding of The Creative Curriculum for Preschool objectives for 
development and learning will help you guide children’s learning in the Discovery 
area. You can document children’s progress by writing observations notes and 
collecting samples of children’s work. The following chart shows examples of what a 
child might do in the Discovery area and relates each example to a selected objective.

Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Social–Emotional 

Say, “You shouldn’t open the cage 
because the bird might �y away.”

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

b. Follows limits and expectations

Say, “Will you hold the mirror while I 
shine the �ashlight on it?”

Objective 2. Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships

c. Interacts with peers

Ask and reassure a child, “Are you 
scared to touch the bunny? Don’t 
worry. He won’t hurt you.”

Objective 2. Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships

b. Responds to emotional cues

Find an insect on the playground and 
place it in a “bug house” for others  
to see

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations

a. Balances needs and rights of self 
and others

Give another magnifying glass to a 
child who tries to take his away

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations

b. Solves social problems
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Physical 

Run to the climber and back 
before listening to her heart with a 
stethoscope

Objective 4. Demonstrates traveling 
skills

Use a small screwdriver to take a 
broken clock apart

Objective 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Language 

Say, “It didn’t get enough sunlight,” 
when asked why a plant died

Objective 8. Listens to and 
understands increasingly complex 
language

a. Comprehends language

Comment, “The magnet doesn’t pick 
up my pencil.”

Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

b. Speaks clearly

Use words such as prickly, soft, furry, 
scratchy, and sticky to describe how 
things feel 

Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

a. Uses an expanding expressive 
vocabulary

Cognitive 

Continue adding objects to a pan scale 
until it balances

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

a. Attends and engages
b. Persists

Explain, “If you water the plant too 
much, it might die.”

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

c. Solves problems

Ask, “How do fish sleep if they can’t 
close their eyes?”

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

d. Shows curiosity and motivation
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Try to lift a spoon by using various 
magnets

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

e. Shows flexibility and inventiveness 
in thinking

Look at a rotten apple on display and 
say, “Our pumpkin at home rotted, 
and it was yucky!”

Objective 12. Remembers and 
connects experiences

a. Recognizes and recalls
b. Makes connections

Sort a collection of natural items into 
groups of leaves, rocks, and shells

Objective 13. Uses classification skills

Create a graph of various kinds of 
rocks and say, “We have more shiny 
rocks than anything else.”

Objective 14.Uses symbols and images 
to represent something not present

a. Thinks symbolically

Literacy

Use books, charts, and CD-ROMs to 
find the name of the butterfly

Objective 17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses

a. Uses and appreciates books

Write BNE on a label and place it by 
the bunny cage

Objective 19. Demonstrates emergent 
writing skills

b. Writes to convey meaning

Mathematics

Use a balance scale and say, “These 
blocks weigh more than the shells.”

Objective 22. Compares and measures
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Science and Technology

Touch a magnet to rocks, shells, paper 
clips, and pennies to figure out which 
stick to the magnet and which do not

Objective 24. Uses scientific inquiry 
skills

Say, “Our butterfly used to be a 
caterpillar.” 

Objective 25. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the characteristics of living things

Ask a teacher for liquid soap to make  
a bubble solution

Objective 26. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the physical properties of objects 
and materials

Observe and draw pictures of local 
clouds every day for 2 weeks and then 
say, “It’s not going to rain today. Those 
aren’t the right kind of clouds.”

Objective 27. Demonstrates knowledge 
of Earth’s environment

Use a magnifying glass to look at little 
bugs on a maple leaf

Objective 28. Use tools and other 
technology to perform tasks

Social Studies

Make thumbprints on a piece of paper 
and compare them to pictures of 
fingerprints to see which is most  
like hers

Objective 29. Demonstrates knowledge 
about self

Use shells, sticks, and rocks to 
designate roads near a sandcastle

Objective 32. Demonstrates simple 
geographic knowledge

The Arts

Creates leaf prints Objective 33. Explores the visual arts

Pour varying amounts of water into 
glasses and tap them with a tongue 
depressor to play a melody

Objective 34. Explores musical 
concepts and expression
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how things move 
temperature 
light 
shadows

Earth and the environment

rocks 
water 
air 
recycling 
soil 
day and night 
weather

Observing and Responding to Individual 
Children
As children explore the materials in the Discovery area they go through different 
stages of learning (Bredekamp and Rosegrant, 1992):

Awareness—They notice what is in the Discovery area.

Exploration—They explore the physical properties of the materials in the 
Discovery area (e.g., feel feathers, pet animals, bounce and roll balls, run hands 
through shaving cream, and spin tops).

Inquiry—They seek answers to questions (e.g., “How can I make the car go down 
the ramp faster?”; “Why does the gerbil sleep all day?”).

Utilization—They use the information they have for specific purposes (e.g., pick 
up spilled paper clips with a magnet and use a magnifying glass as they count the 
legs on a beetle).

In the Discovery area, your attitude toward scientific investigation makes learning 
come alive. Think of the Discovery area as a place to learn and discover together. 
Adopt a “let’s find out” attitude and model important qualities for scientific inquiry: 
curiosity, risk-taking, perseverance, and imagination. If a child brings an insect in 
a jar and wants to know its name, help him find the answer. Make the phrase “I 
wonder” part of your daily speech. Children will incorporate these scientific attitudes 
into their everyday lives.

Responding to Each Child
Observing children in the Discovery area will give you insight about their levels of 
understanding and their interests. Observation is the basis for deciding how and when 
to offer guidance. 
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As you observe children in the Discovery area, consider what you can do to challenge 
their thinking. Ask yourself,

“What materials can I offer?” 

“What questions should I ask?” 

“What problems can I pose for children to solve?”

Try to figure out what children are thinking. As you observe, notice whether a child

explores the physical properties of the materials

is curious about how things work and comes up with different ways to  
find answers

communicates discoveries

works with other children to learn about living and nonliving things

connects discoveries with experiences

To determine how to support children’s learning in the Discovery area, observe 
carefully as children use materials and interact with each other. Document what you 
see by writing or taking photographs. Keep the curricular objectives in mind as you 
reflect on how each child’s knowledge and skills are developing. Ask yourself what 
you can do to help each child progress. The following chart shows examples of what a 
child might do in the Discovery area, related objectives, and how you might respond.

Observe Re�ect Respond

Tyrone repeatedly rolls a 
truck down a block ramp. 
He tilts the ramp and  
says, “Wow! Look at this!  
It’s going faster!” He then 
tries tilting the ramp at 
di�erent angles.

Tyrone wonders “what will happen 
if” and tests possibilities. (Objective 
11, Demonstrates positive approaches 
to learning and Objective 24, Uses 
scienti�c inquiry skills)

He was engaged in his task and 
continued to work even when he 
encountered di�culties. (Objective 
11, Demonstrates positive approaches 
to learning)

What other materials can I o�er to 
help him explore motion?
What questions can I ask to 
help him understand particular 
concepts?

O�er other materials to roll down 
the ramp (e.g., balls and spools of 
various weights and sizes.
Ask, “What do you think would 
happen if we used a longer ramp?”
Show him how he might create 
di�erent ramps and let him leave 
them up for several days.
On a walk in the community or 
around the school, point ramps out 
to Tyrone and talk about how they 
make work easier.
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Observe Re�ect Respond

Alexa uses a feather to tickle 
others in the Discovery area, 
even though they  
are annoyed.

Alexa knows that feathers can 
be used to tickle. (Objective 26, 
Demonstrates knowledge of the 
physical properties of objects  
and materials)

Her focus is on the tickling rather 
than on the emotions of others. 
(Objective 2, Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships)

How can I help her recognize and 
respect the feelings of others?
What other sensory experiences 
can I provide for her? 

Explain, “Tasheen doesn’t like it 
when you tickle her.”
Provide more sensory experiences 
(e.g., experimenting with shaving 
cream, �nger paint, etc.)
Suggest di�erent ways to explore 
feathers (e.g., letting them �oat to 
the ground and blowing to keep 
them in the air).

Setsuko observes the class 
rabbit from a distance; 
imitates his movements; and 
says, “I’m hopping like the 
rabbit.” She will not go near 
enough to the rabbit to pet 
or feed it.

Has Setsuko had a bad experience 
with animals in the past? (Objective 
1, Regulates own emotions and 
behaviors)

Setsuko notices details about the 
rabbit and imitates his movements. 
(Objective 25, Demonstrates 
knowledge of the characteristics 
of living things and Objective 4, 
Demonstrates traveling skills)

How can I ease her into feeling 
secure around the classroom pets? 
Read books about children and 
their pets to Setsuko.

Encourage her to express her fear.
Give her time to observe others as 
they touch and care for the pets.
Hold the rabbit and invite (but do 
not pressure) her to touch it.
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Observe Re�ect Respond

Ben works with Janelle for 
long periods of time, taking 
apart a broken VCR. He 
says, “If you move this thing, 
that other thing will move. 
Try it.”

Ben and Janelle play well together. 
(Objective 2, Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships)

Ben notices and comments on 
what happens when he moves 
a particular gear. (Objective 11, 
Demonstrates positive approaches  
to learning)

How can I give him more 
opportunities to experiment and 
test possibilities?

Include other small appliances  
in the Discovery area for him to 
take apart.
Use open-ended prompts, such as 
“I wonder what will happen if you 
move this.”
Describe what you see Ben doing, 
“When you moved this small gear, 
the larger one moved, too.”

Interacting With Children in the Discovery Area
Good teaching involves knowing how and when to ask questions, make suggestions, 
or not say anything. If you notice that a child is stuck, a thoughtful question might 
move him along. However, if a child is trying to figure something out and is close to 
drawing a conclusion, a question or comment might interrupt the process and make 
her change her focus or leave the activity. Always ask yourself whether your question 
will support or inhibit a child’s exploration. 

Open-ended questions encourage problem solving. They also help children consider 
other points of view. You can pose open-ended questions in the Discovery area to 
focus children’s observations and thinking. Here are some examples:

“What will happen if. . . ?”

“I wonder why. . . ”

“Why did that happen?”

“What do you know about. . . ?”

“How can we find out. . . ?”

“Tell me about. . . ?”

“What other ways can you. . . ?”

“How are____ and ____ alike?”

“Do you have some ideas about. . . ?”

“Can you think of a way to. . . ?”
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Connecting	Sand	and	Water	Play	With	
Objectives	for	Development	and	Learning
Your familiarity with The Creative Curriculum for Preschool objectives for development 
and learning will give you perspective on just how much children are learning as they 
engage in sand and water play. This information enables you to document children’s 
progress and helps you determine when to intervene to support a child’s learning. The 
following chart shows examples of what a child might do in the Sand and Water area 
and relates each example to a selected objective.

Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Social–Emotional 

Tell a child next to him at the water 
table, “You’re getting me wet.”

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

a. Manages feelings

Get a broom and dustpan to sweep up 
spilled sand when finished playing at 
the sand table

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

b. Follow limits and expectations

Pick up another water prop when a 
friend asks for the funnel she is using

Objective 2. Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships

c. Interacts with peers
d. Makes friends

Say, “You can have the other one on 
the pegboard,” when another child 
grabs at a sieve he is using

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations

a. Balances needs and rights of self 
and others

Physical 

Carry a pail of water to the table 
without spilling it

Objective 4. Demonstrates traveling 
skills

Pour water to set a waterwheel  
in motion

Objective 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Language 

Reply, “I’m burying the trucks in the 
sand so they’ll be hard to find,” when 
asked what she is doing

Objective 8. Listens to and 
understands increasingly complex 
language

a. Comprehends language 

Note aloud, “The water makes 
everything wet and slippery.”

Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

a. Uses an expanding expressive 
vocabulary

Discuss with another child ways to 
build tunnels in wet sand

Objective 10. Uses appropriate 
conversational and other 
communication skills

a. Engages in conversations

Cognitive 

Get pliers from the workbench when 
he has difficulty bending wire with his 
hands to make a bubble wand

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

a. Attends and engages
b. Persists

Ask a teacher whether she may take 
paintbrushes and a pail of water 
outside to paint the fence

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

d. Shows curiosity and motivation

Figure out how high to hold the plastic 
tubing to make water run into a tub

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

e. Shows flexibility and inventiveness 
in thinking

Separate objects into two piles: things 
that float and things that sink

Objective 13. Uses classification skills

Mound wet sand and announce, “I 
made a cake for your birthday.”

Objective 14. Uses symbols and images 
to represent something not present

a. Thinks symbolically 
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Literacy

Exclaims “Look, I made a D in 
the sand!”

Objective 16. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the alphabet

a. Identifies and names letters

Mathematics

Get a smock for each child at the  
water table

Objective 20. Uses number concepts 
and operations

a. Counts

Use cookie cutters to make a star, 
circle, triangle pattern in the sand

Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge 
of patterns

Science and Technology

Blow through a straw to make bubbles 
and say, “When I blow really hard,  
I make lots of bubbles!”

Objective 27. Demonstrates knowledge 
of Earth’s environment 

Use a baster to fill a watering can  
with water

Objective 28. Uses tools and other 
technology to perform tasks

Social Studies

Use a toy bulldozer to push sand and 
say, “I’m a ’struction worker. I’m going 
to build a house.”

Objective 30. Shows basic 
understanding of people and how  
they live

The Arts

Sculpt a figure from wet sand. Objective 33. Explores the visual arts

Say, “Listen to my song!” and blow  
air over several partially filled bottles 
of water. 

Objective 34. Explores musical 
concepts and expression 
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Play activities in this last stage also require a higher degree of cooperation than 
before. In the early stages, children are often content to explore sand and water by 
themselves. As they begin to apply what they know, their play reflects team efforts to 
build and experiment in shared projects.

Responding to Each Child
To guide children’s learning, begin by observing children at play. Make your 
observations meaningful by choosing a focus. This will give you information that you 
can reflect upon and use to decide how best to respond. Think about whether a child

• uses the sand or water props for dramatic play or to conduct experiments

• plays on his own or joins another child in an activity

• plays with sand and water both indoors and outdoors

• finds the props he wants to play with or uses those that are already out

By observing children with the curricular objectives in mind, you can determine what 
skills they have and what support they need. Your observations will lead you to ask 
questions so you can determine how best to respond to each child. The chart that 
follows illustrates how this process might work in the Sand and Water area.
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Observe Re�ect Respond

Malik spends most of choice 
time at the water table, 
playing by himself with the 
rubber dinosaurs.

Malik is content playing alone and 
may need help in involving other 
children in his play. (Objective 2, 
Establishes and sustains positive 
relationships)

How can I encourage Malik  
to play cooperatively with  
another child?
How can I build on his interest  
in dinosaurs? 

Invite both Malik and another 
child to wash the dinosaurs and  
all of our rubber animals at the 
water table.
Show him books on dinosaurs 
to see whether he is interested in 
learning more.

Tasheen goes to the shelf and 
brings the measuring cups 
and pitchers to the water 
table. As she pours water 
from a measuring cup into a 
quart pitcher, she announces,  
“It takes lots of cups to  
�ll this.”

Tasheen chooses and gets involved 
in one of several activity options. 
(Objective 11, Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning)

She seems to be exploring the 
relative size of objects. (Objective 
22, Compares and measures)

How can I build on her interest in 
measuring things so she can learn 
some measurement words? 

Talk with Tasheen about di�erent 
objects she might like to compare.
Ask, “How many cups do you need 
to �ll that pitcher?”
Make a suggestion: “What else 
can you use to measure? Let’s look 
through the props to see what 
might work for measuring.”

While at the sand table, 
Sonia tries to make a ball 
out of sand. When the sand 
keeps falling through her 
�ngers, she proclaims, “I 
want to make a meatball,  
but I can’t.”

Sonia seems to have forgotten 
how she solved this problem when 
she played with sand outdoors. 
(Objective 12, Remembers and 
connects experiences)

How can I extend her interest in 
pretending? (Objective 14, Uses 
symbols and images to represent 
something not present)

Help Sonia recall how she  
molded sand in the past. “Do  
you remember what you did last 
time you wanted to make the  
sand stick together?”
Encourage Sonia to get the spray 
bottle and dampen the soil. �en 
ask, “Can you make enough 
meatballs so everyone at the sand 
table can have one?”
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Observe Re�ect Respond

Derek uses a rubber band to 
fasten a rock to a toy boat at 
the water table. When the 
boat capsizes and sinks to 
the bottom, he shouts with 
glee, “Did you see how the 
boat sinked?”

Derek comes up with an idea and 
experiments to �nd out what will 
happen. (Objective 11, Demonstrates 
positive approaches to learning  
and Objective 24, Uses scienti�c 
inquiry skills)

He notices and comments on the 
e�ect when the boat, weighed 
down with a rock, sinks. (Objective 
26, Demonstrates knowledge of the 
physical properties of objects and 
materials)

How can I help him apply what he 
is learning about sinking the boat 
to other experiments? 

Take note of what he has done: 
“You found a way to make the  
boat sink. How did you �gure  
that out?”
Pose a new challenge: “Is there 
anything you could do to make  
the rock �oat?”
O�er new materials for 
experiments: “We have some other 
things that �oat in water. I wonder 
whether you can �nd a way to 
make them sink like the boat.”

Interacting With Children in the Sand and 
Water Area
You can build on children’s interest in sand and water play by responding in ways that 
will encourage them to learn more. Simply by talking with children about what they 
are doing, you help them become aware of their actions and give children the message 
that their activities are important and valued.

Ask children to describe what they are doing. You may need to ask specific questions 
such as these:

“What sound does water make when you pour it?”

“Do your two pitchers hold the same amount of water?”

“What does the sand feel like?”

“What did you discover when you used the sieve?”

Once children have described their actions to you, focus their attention on what they 
have done. Open-ended questions will encourage them to reflect on their actions:

“What do you notice about the design you made with the comb in the sand?”

“Why do you think the tunnel collapsed?”

“You really made that waterwheel go fast. What can you do to make it turn 
slowly?”
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Observe Re�ect Respond
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Observe Re�ect Respond
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Connecting	Music	and	Movement	With	
Objectives	for	Development	and	Learning
Music and movement are part of everyday life in The Creative Curriculum classroom. 
Your knowledge of The Creative Curriculum for Preschool objectives for development 
and learning will help you understand that children can enjoy and learn from  
music and movement experiences. The following chart shows examples of what 
a child might do in the Music and Movement area and relates each example to a 
selected objective.

Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Social–Emotional 

Tell others, “Please be quiet! I can’t 
hear the music!”

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

a. Manages feelings

Stop playing an instrument when a 
signal is given

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

b. Follows limits and expectations

Ask, “Will you be my partner?” while 
dancing to music

Objective 2. Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships

c. Interacts with peers

Say, “You can use the purple scarf 
’cause it’s your favorite color.”

Objective 2. Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships

b. Responds to emotional cues

Get ready to play a drum and find one 
for another child so they can  
play together

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations

b. Solves social problems

Physical 

Move around the room as music plays Objective 4. Demonstrates traveling 
skills

Walk across a balance beam Objective 5. Demonstrates balancing 
skills

Throw and catch a beanbag Objective 6. Demonstrates gross-motor 
manipulative skills

Respond with appropriate movements 
to songs such as “Open, Shut Them”

Objective 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Language 

Play an instrument when the music 
begins and cease playing when the 
music stops

Objective 8. Listens to and 
understands increasingly complex 
language

b. Follows directions 

Say, “Let’s sing the song about the  
boa constrictor.”

Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

b. Speaks clearly

Cognitive 

Use a tape recorder and headphones 
independently

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

a. Attends and engages

Hold a scarf in the air and then run  
to make it flutter

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

d. Shows curiosity and motivation

Experiment with different instruments 
to find one that sounds like a  
galloping horse

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

e. Shows flexibility and inventiveness 
in thinking

Pretend with another child to be a 
grizzly bear and its cub

Objective 14. Uses symbols and images 
to represent something not present

b. Engages in sociodramatic play

Literacy

Use magnetic letters to spell BINGO 
while singing the song

Objective 16. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the alphabet

a. Identifies and names letters

Point to and sing the words on a  
song chart 

Objective 17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses

b. Uses print concepts
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Mathematics

Sing counting songs and rhymes Objective 20. Uses number concepts 
and operations

a. Counts

Understand directions when told to 
move around, in, through, beside, and 
between obstacles arranged as a course

Objective 21. Explores and describes 
spatial relationships and shapes

a. Understand spatial relationships

Use comparative words such as high–
low, loud–soft, short–long, and fast–slow

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Repeat musical patterns by varying 
hand movements or using music 
instruments (e.g., clap, clap, slap; clap, 
clap, slap; etc.).

Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge 
of patterns

Science and Technology

Make a rhythm instrument from  
an empty cereal box and pebbles

Objective 27. Demonstrates knowledge 
of Earth’s environment

Experiment with an electronic 
keyboard

Objective 28. Uses tools and other 
technology to perform tasks

Social Studies

Sing and then say, “Papa sings that 
song to me.”

Objective 29. Demonstrates knowledge 
about self

Look through magazines and cut out 
pictures of musicians and dancers for a 
class book

Objective 30. Shows basic 
understanding of people and how  
they live

The Arts

Explain to a teacher, “This is my slow 
music picture, and this is my fast music 
picture. I didn’t use the same colors  
for them.”

Objective 33. Explores the visual arts

Imitate different ways that animals 
move and tell a classmate, “Guess  
what I am.” 

Objective 36. Explores drama through 
actions and language
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Singing—At first, children are able to sing along with others but not always in time 
or in tune. Next, they are able to match tones as they sing with others. Then comes 
the ability to sing alone, and, finally, to sing in tune.

Moving to music—At first, children move to their own beat rather than the beat 
of the music. It is especially difficult for young children to follow a slow tempo. 
However, by the age of 3 or 4, they can typically keep time to a regular beat. They 
begin to adjust their body movements with changes in the music, adapting to 
contrasts such as slow and fast, or light and heavy.

Playing instruments—In the first stage, children manipulate and experiment with 
instruments. They become aware of differences related to instrument families (wind, 
percussion, brass), and they learn to recognize the sounds of each. In the second stage, 
children use instruments to accompany their movements. Although they may not 
match the rhythm to their steps, they beat sticks while marching. Next, most children 
can play a simple percussion or rhythm instrument, keeping the tempo of another 
instrument or a recording being played simultaneously.

Imitating/representing movement—Infants can imitate simple movements they see 
at the moment. They smile back when you smile at them, and when you open your 
mouth, they do the same. By the second year, most children can reproduce human 
actions they saw earlier. Representing the movements of objects is more difficult. 
For instance, children find it harder to represent the motion of a seesaw, windshield 
wipers, or a falling feather than to reproduce the motion of someone kicking a 
ball or washing hands. That ability develops gradually, along with the ability to 
communicate words or concepts through movement (“Show me an angry face” or 
“How do you pick up something heavy?”).

Responding to Each Child
Observation helps you see how a child is progressing in relation to the curricular 
objectives. As you observe, you make choices. Do you step into the action and  
join in the play, or do you simply observe and reflect? Obviously, if children are 
engaged in spontaneous music and movement activities, stepping in and offering 
suggestions might stifle their creativity. But if a child is frustrated by trying to 
remember the words to a favorite song, joining in can be helpful. Knowing children’s 
basic levels of development in music and movement (described above) will help you  
to intervene effectively.

During music and movement activities, notice whether the child

• enjoys listening to music and is able to move to the beat

• experiments with different instruments

• enjoys singing and makes up new words to songs

• moves as you suggest (e.g., flying like a butterfly, walking like an elephant, 
picking apples off a tree)

• interacts with others in music and movement activities
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The purpose of these focused observations is to give you factual information. Use  
The Creative Curriculum for Preschool objectives as a lens to focus your observations. 
With the information you gather, you can respond to each child’s interests, abilities, 
and needs.

The following chart offers examples of what you might think about and how you 
might respond.

Observe Re�ect Respond

Carlos drums various 
rhythms on tables when he  
is happy.

Carlos expresses his feelings 
through rhythm. (Objective 
1, Regulates own emotions and 
behaviors and Objective 34, Explores 
musical concepts and expression)

�e rhythms he creates have simple 
patterns and require increasing 
hand control. (Objective 23, 
Demonstrates knowledge of patterns 
and Objective 7, Demonstrates �ne-
motor strength and coordination)

Does he have a talent that I should 
nurture?
Am I providing enough  
rhythm activities?
Is he able to describe feelings and 
their causes? 

Tell Carlos the label for his feeling: 
“I know you’re happy. You’re 
smiling and tapping a happy beat 
to the music.”
Include recordings with a strong 
drumbeat and provide rhythm 
instruments.
Draw Carlos’s attention to sounds 
and rhythms in the environment 
(e.g., a dripping faucet and a 
ticking clock) and encourage 
him to copy them with musical 
instruments.

Tyrone skips and then 
gallops around the circle.

Tyrone attempts to skip but often 
reverts to galloping. (Objective 4, 
Demonstrates traveling skills)

How can I break down this skill to 
make it easier for him to learn it?
Is he progressing as expected 
in other areas of gross-motor 
development? 

Show Tyrone how to skip by 
hopping on one foot and then  
the other.
Hold his hand and skip around  
the circle together.
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Observe Re�ect Respond

Susie makes up silly lyrics  
to a familiar tune. She  
sings, “Twinkle, twinkle, 
little car…”

Susie recognizes and produces 
rhymes. (Objective 15, Demonstrates 
phonological awareness)

How can I encourage her creative 
singing?
Is she able to substitute the �rst 
sound in words (for example,  
“Miss Berry Back” instead of  
“Miss Mary Mack”)? 

O�er a tape recorder to record her 
songs and share them with others.
Ask her to teach you the song she 
made up.
Teach her songs that play with 
words, such as “Michael Finnegan” 
or “Willoughby, Wallaby, Woo.”

Setsuko moves spontaneously 
to music but prefers not to 
be noticed.

Setsuko stops moving when  
it attracts attention to her. 
(Objective 1, Regulates own  
emotions and behaviors)

When she moves to music, she 
does so rhythmically and with 
balance. (Objective 5, Demonstrates 
balancing skills and Objective 34, 
Explores musical concepts  
and expression)

What types of music does  
she enjoy?
Does she feel secure about 
expressing herself in other ways?

Observe how Setsuko moves to 
music without calling attention  
to herself.
Ask family members to suggest 
music she likes and add selections 
to your collection.
In whole-group activities, give 
her other ways to participate, 
e.g., passing out instruments and 
turning on the music.

Interacting With Children During Music and 
Movement Activities
One of the best ways to encourage children’s explorations, problem solving, and 
creativity in music and movement is to pick up on their spontaneous involvement. 
As you respond to what children do, you not only validate their actions, you increase 
their awareness of what they can do. As a result, they begin to see themselves as 
people who can make and enjoy music and move to it.

Describing What Children Are Doing
As you interact with children during music and movement activities, begin with 
where they are. Sometimes you may simply describe what you see the child doing. 
Suppose, for example, that you hear a child making up a song as she squishes clay 
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Tyrone attempts to skip but often 
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Connecting	Cooking	With	Objectives	for	
Development	and	Learning
In the Cooking area, children have the rare treat of doing the same things that 
grown-ups do. As children become familiar with cooking procedures, they develop 
skills and knowledge. Your familiarity with The Creative Curriculum for Preschool 
objectives for development and learning will help you identify each child’s levels of 
development. The following chart shows examples of what a child might do in the 
Cooking area and relates each example to a selected objective.

Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Social–Emotional 

Wash hands before and after  
handling food

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

b. Follows limits and expectations

Give the vegetable peeler to a child 
who is waiting for a turn, even though 
he wants to peel more carrots

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations

a.  Balances needs and rights of self 
and others

Decide to use a whisk so another child 
can use the eggbeater

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations

b. Solves social problems

Physical 

Use a funnel to pour unused oil into  
a bottle

Objective 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Language 

Stir everything in the bowl with a 
spoon when the teacher tells her, “Mix 
all of the ingredients together.”

Objective 8. Listens to and 
understands increasingly complex 
language

b. Follows directions

Ask, “Why doesn’t corn on the cob 
pop when we put it in the microwave?

Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

b. Speaks clearly
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Cognitive 

Look at a recipe card for making 
flatbread and collect the ingredients

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

a. Attends and engages 

Move the bowl from the table to a 
chair and continue stirring when the 
batter becomes difficult to mix

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

b. Persists

Comment that cooking microwave 
popcorn makes the bag puff up

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

d. Shows curiosity and motivation

Suggest frosting muffins with cream 
cheese after the dentist warns the class 
about eating sweets like sugary icing

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

e. Shows flexibility and inventiveness 
in thinking

Suggest adding more flour to biscuit 
dough so it won’t be so sticky, just as 
the group added flour to play dough

Objective 12. Remembers and 
connects experiences

b. Makes connections

Sort recipe cards into foods for snacks, 
foods for lunch, and special treats.

Objective 13. Uses classification skills

Literacy

Follow picture recipe cards to make 
five-layer dip

Objective 17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses

b. Uses print concepts

Attempt to write a sign announcing 
today’s snack

Objective 19. Demonstrates emergent 
writing skills

b. Writes to convey meaning

Mathematics

Count 3 tablespoons of lemon juice as 
indicated in a lemonade recipe 

Objective 20. Uses number concepts 
and operations

a. Counts
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Fill measuring cups with flour, sugar, 
and water for a baking project

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Science and Technology

Reply, “It gets mushy,” when asked 
what happens to cheese when it  
is heated

Objective 26. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the physical properties of objects 
and materials

With the teacher’s guidance, grate 
potatoes for potato pancakes

Objective 28. Uses tools and other 
technology to perform tasks

Social Studies

Explain to a classmate that he helps 
his mother make hummus in the same 
way his jadda (grandmother) makes it 
in Lebanon

Objective 30. Shows basic 
understanding of people and how  
they live

Work with two classmates to draw a 
map of a grocery store after visiting it 
on a field trip

Objective 32. Demonstrates simple 
geographic knowledge

The Arts

Design and create a placemat to use 
during meals

Objective 33. Explores the visual arts

Act out Pancakes for Breakfast, using 
gestures and her own words to tell  
the story

Objective 36. Explores drama through 
actions and language
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Techniques That 3- to 5-Year-Olds Can Learn
• basting

• cracking

• cutting

• dipping

• dredging (with flour)

• forming shapes

• greasing

• kneading

• marinating

• measuring dry ingredients

• measuring liquids

• melting

• mixing

• peeling with fingers

• pouring

• rolling with hands

• rolling with rolling pin

• scrubbing

• shaking

• shredding

• sifting

• slicing

• spreading

• squeezing

• stirring

Techniques to Introduce to Older Preschoolers
• beating

• coring

• dicing

• draining

• grating

• grinding

• hulling

• juicing

• mashing

• peeling with vegetable peeler

• pitting

Responding to Each Child
By observing children during cooking activities, you can plan an approach that will 
enhance their experiences. As you observe, look to see what skills a child has acquired 
and how the child responds to cooking activities. Notice whether the child

• helps him- or herself to a snack or waits until reminded

• chooses a particular job or waits to be assigned a task

• can follow a recipe card or chart

• is able to handle and control tools safely

• sees a cooking activity through to completion

• is able to cook cooperatively with other children

Your focused observations will give you insight into a child’s development and enable 
you to make decisions about what to do next. Using the curricular objectives as a 
guide, reflect on what you learn and consider how to respond. In the chart that 
follows, we provide examples of how this process works in the Cooking area.
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Observe Re�ect Respond

After watching Ben throw 
a strawberry huller on the 
�oor, Juwan picks up the 
huller, rinses it o�, and 
hands it back to Ben.

Juwan understands and follows 
rules without being reminded. 
(Objective 1, Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors)

He recognizes what Ben might 
need and tries to help him. 
(Objective 2, Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships)

How can I encourage his 
inclination to help others?

Acknowledge Juwan’s behavior 
appropriately: “�ank you for 
remembering how to take care of 
our cooking tools.”
Make a suggestion: “Will you 
help Ben learn how to use the 
strawberry huller?”

Ben throws a strawberry 
huller on the �oor.

Ben seems to be frustrated and 
is not able to express his feelings 
in words. (Objective 1, Regulates 
own emotions and behaviors and 
Objective 9, Uses language to  
express thoughts and needs)

I wonder whether he has enough 
small-muscle control to use the 
huller. (Objective 7, Demonstrates 
�ne-motor strength and 
coordination) 

Help Ben learn to better manage 
his feelings by encouraging him 
to use words:  “Ben, I can tell 
that you got upset when you were 
trying to use the huller. However, 
if you throw it on the �oor, you 
might break it. Will you tell me 
what the problem is so we can try 
to solve it?”
Suggest that he use his hands to 
remove the stems and o�er him 
other activities to promote small-
muscle skills, such as picking up 
objects with tongs and playing 
with clay.

On her own, Jonetta rolls 
out cookie dough and uses 
cookie cutters. When Derek 
asks for the rolling pin, 
Jonetta says, “Why don’t  
you use this can to roll  
your dough? �en you  
can use it to make circles  
in the dough.”

Jonetta thinks of various uses for 
classroom objects. (Objective 11, 
Demonstrates positive approaches  
to learning)

How can I extend her ability to 
apply what she knows in new 
contexts? (Objective 12, Remembers 
and connects experiences) 

Acknowledge how she solved  
a problem: “You thought of a  
new way for Derek to roll out  
his dough.”
Challenge her, “I wonder what else 
we might use to roll out dough. 
Do you have another idea?”
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Observe Re�ect Respond

While making pretzels with 
Zack’s mother, Crystal 
points to her pretzel  
and says, “Look, I made  
a C pretzel.”

Crystal recognizes and can 
make the �rst letter in her name. 
(Objective 16, Demonstrates 
knowledge of the alphabet)

What can I do to build on her 
interest in letters? 

Say, “Yes, you made a C, the �rst 
letter in your name. What other 
letters can you make with the 
pretzel dough?”
Introduce her to the pastry bag 
and tips and let her experiment 
with squeezing dough, soft cheese, 
or pudding through the various 
tips to make letters.

Interacting With Children in the Cooking Area
One of the best ways to promote development and learning while children are 
cooking is to engage them in conversation. By doing so, you also help children 
develop critical thinking skills and expand their vocabularies.

As a starting point, describe what you see children doing:

“You put all the banana peels together in one bowl. That will make cleanup  
very easy.”

“It takes hard work to mix the peanut butter and corn syrup together. The peanut 
butter balls are going to be nice and smooth.”

“You went to the tasting table twice this morning. I noticed that you especially 
liked peeling and tasting the orange.”

When you describe what they’ve done, children become more self-aware. Next, you 
can encourage children to think about and articulate their actions:

“You’ve been shaking that jar of cream for a long time. Is anything happening?”

“I see you took the potato masher off the shelf. What will you do with it?”

“What have you discovered at the tasting table?”

Once you have helped children to reflect on their actions, you can facilitate their 
learning further by encouraging them to think about their activities in deeper ways. 
In this step you are posing questions for children to analyze and solve. Here are 
some examples of questions to extend children’s learning:

“What happened to the raisins when you soaked them in water? Why do you 
think the banana turned brown?”
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Observe Re�ect Respond
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Connecting	Computer	Play	With	Objectives	for	
Development	and	Learning
 As you become familiar with the many ways computers can be used effectively in 
your classroom, children’s learning opportunities will multiply. Your knowledge of 
The Creative Curriculum for Preschool objectives for development and learning will 
help you think about how best to support development. The following chart shows 
examples of what a child might do in the computer area and relates each example to  
a selected objective.

Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Social–Emotional 

Tell a classmate who joins him at the 
computer, “I was working on this 
program. You can help me play, but  
I don’t want to switch programs.”

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

a. Manages feelings

Make sure that CDs are returned  
to their cases before leaving the 
Computer area

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

b. Follows limits and expectations

Reply, “You can be in charge of the 
mouse because your chair is close to 
it,” when a child asks to join her at  
the computer 

Objective 2. Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships

c. Interacts with peers
d. Makes friends

Let another child finish scanning a 
drawing before asking for a turn to  
do the same

Objective 3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group situations

a. Balances needs and rights of self 
and others

Physical 

Move a cursor to a picture of a box and 
click the trackball to open the box

Objective 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Language 

Respond to a computer’s spoken 
command to click on the biggest object

Objective 8. Listens to and 
understands increasingly complex 
language

a. Comprehends language
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Ask a teacher how to make screen 
images larger

Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

b. Speaks clearly

Talk with a peer about the best way to 
navigate a maze on the screen

Objective 10. Uses appropriate 
conversational and other 
communication skills 

a. Engages in conversations

Cognitive 

Ask the teacher for help in locating the 
program she was using earlier in the 
day because she is not finished with it

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

a. Attends and engages
b. Persists

Navigate a software program by using 
picture icons as a guide

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

c. Solves problems

Watch a butterfly emerge from a 
cocoon on an Internet site bookmarked 
by a teacher

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

d. Shows curiosity and motivation

Comment on the fact that clicking on 
a tube of paint changes the color of the 
lines on the screen

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

e. Shows flexibility and inventiveness 
in thinking

Use a touch screen to put all of the red 
eggs in a red basket, the blue eggs in 
a blue basket, and the yellow eggs in a 
yellow basket

Objective 13. Uses classification skills

Use a software program to draw  
an airport like the one she built  
with blocks

Objective 14. Uses symbols and images 
to represent something not present

a. Thinks symbolically 

Literacy

Type the letter D repeatedly and say, 
“See, there’s a D for Derek.”

Objective 16. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the alphabet

a. Identifies and names letters
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Click the icon with the word EXIT 
to leave the program

Objective 17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses

b. Uses print concepts

Use the paintbrush tool of a drawing 
program to make mock letters for  
a sign

Objective 19. Demonstrates emergent 
writing skills

b. Writes to convey meaning

Mathematics

Find a head, a torso, and a pair of legs 
to create characters with a mixed body 
parts program

Objective 20. Uses number concepts 
and operations 

b. Quantifies

Science and Technology

Tell a classmate that frogs make  
lots of different sounds, not just  
“ribbit-ribbit,” after listening to frog 
sounds online

Objective 25. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the characteristics of living things

Use a digital camera to take pictures 
of toys for a class-made book about 
favorite toys

Objective 28. Uses tools and other 
technology to perform tasks

Social Studies

Ask a teacher to help him send an 
email with a digital photo of his block 
building to his cousin in Mexico

Objective 30. Shows basic 
understanding of people and how  
they live

The Arts

Print a picture created with a drawing 
program and glue it to a larger piece of 
construction paper

Objective 33. Explores the visual arts

Experiment with sounds and melodies 
by using an electronic keyboard

Objective 34. Explores musical 
concepts and expression
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At the next stage—involvement—children become creative and purposeful in their 
interactions. They look for answers to questions such as these: What happens when I 
click on the icon of a house? What happens when I click the mouse? What happens if 
the Enter/Return key is hit? By seeing that every action has an effect, children learn 
how to operate a program. 

Self-confidence follows involvement. Children start using the computer to accomplish 
a task. They know what computers can do, and they use them accordingly. They may 
search out a drawing program to illustrate a story or scan and post a photo of a block 
building they created. 

The last stage—creativity and original thinking—is the long-range goal of children’s 
use of computers. In preschool, children and teachers work together to find answers 
to questions that come up, scan pictures, and use programs that promote literacy. 
Children begin to view computers as exciting tools for learning, not just tools for 
playing games.

Responding to Each Child
As you observe children’s use of computers, think about how you might enrich their 
experiences. Notice whether the child

• uses the computer independently or relies on adult assistance

• stays engaged with a program

• shows initiative in using the computer or relies on others for ideas

• makes printouts of his work when appropriate

On the basis of your observations, you can plan experiences to address each child’s 
strengths and needs. Watch what a child does, consider which objectives are most 
relevant to what you observed, and decide how to support the child’s development 
and learning. The following chart gives examples of how you might do this.
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Observe Re�ect Respond

While working on the 
computer, Crystal tells  
Leo, “Look, I made a  
picture of the truck you 
brought to school today.  
I’m going to drive it o�  
the screen now.” 

Crystal is using the computer to 
make a representation of a real 
object, and she names it. (Objective 
28, Uses tools and technology to 
perform tasks and Objective 14, 
Uses symbols and images to represent 
something not present)

How else can I encourage  
Crystal to make increasingly 
elaborate representations by  
using the computer? 

Show Crystal how to use a variety 
of computer drawing tools so that 
she can continue experimenting 
with computer art.
Encourage her to write and 
illustrate stories on the computer 
that she can later act out.

Alexa sits down in an empty 
chair next to Kate, who is 
in the middle of using a 
program. Alexa studies the 
screen for a few seconds  
and then asks, “Is it okay  
if I do the mouse?” Kate 
says, “Sure,” as she gives 
Alexa the mouse.

Alexa and Kate are interacting 
very well, working together to 
accomplish a task. (Objective 2, 
Establishes and sustains positive 
relationships and Objective 3, 
Participates cooperatively and 
constructively in group situations)

How can I encourage these  
social skills? 

Comment on how well the 
children are working together, 
“You shared the mouse, so I know 
you both want to stay in the 
Computer area this morning.”
Pair these children together on 
other tasks.

Setsuko puts a CD of 
animals in the computer and 
clicks the picture of a seal. 
When the computer voice 
says, “Seal,” she announces, 
“Seal starts with the same 
letter as Setsuko. An S.” 

Setsuko notices words that begin 
the same way and identi�es some 
letters by name. (Objective 15, 
Demonstrates phonological awareness 
and Objective 16, Demonstrates 
knowledge of the alphabet)

How can I extend her knowledge 
of letters?

Engage her in conversation:  
“Are there any other animals that 
start with the same letter as seal 
and Setsuko?”
Suggest that Setsuko print the 
picture of the seal and put it in  
the alphabet book she is making 
with cutouts from magazines  
and catalogues.
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Observe Re�ect Respond

Susie takes a milkweed 
leaf from a Discovery area 
display and places it under 
the computer microscope. 
With great excitement she 
exclaims, “�ose white 
things are bugs!”

Susie takes an interest in nature 
and wants to learn more. (Objective 
11, Demonstrates positive approaches 
to learning and Objective 25, 
Demonstrates knowledge of the 
characteristics of living things)

She knows how to use the 
computer microscope to investigate 
answers to her questions. (Objective 
28, Uses tools and technology to 
perform tasks and Objective 12, 
Remembers and connects experiences)

How can I involve other children 
and build on Susie’s discovery? 

Engage Susie in conversation, 
letting her know that you value 
her observations: “What a great 
discovery, Susie! How did you 
�nd out that those dots are bugs? 
What did you see through the 
microscope?”
Invite others in the class to come to 
the microscope and take a look.
Place a basket of other items near 
the microscope to encourage 
children to observe them and 
notice similarities and di�erences.

Interacting With Children in the Computer Area
Your interactions with children as they use computers enhance learning opportunities. 
You set the stage for whether children truly learn to use the computer as a tool for 
problem solving and investigations or as something they just dabble with. Thoughtful 
interactions with children stretch their minds and extend learning.

Talking With Children About Computers
One of the most important ways of encouraging children’s computer use is to talk 
with them about their experiences. This helps them reflect on what they are doing 
and why. As a first step, you can describe what you see a child doing. For example, 
you could discuss the child’s

interactions with the computer: “When you pressed the Enter key, the screen 
changed,” or “Clicking the mouse made the dollhouse light up.”

use of the computer: “You were able to put the CD in the right way the first time 
you tried!”

reactions to feedback: “I see you figured out how to make the stars jump out of 
the hat.”

social interactions: “What a good idea you had, working together to create a 
thank-you card.”

accomplishments: “That’s an interesting grouping you made of the farm animals. 
Let’s print a copy so we can look at it more clearly.”
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Connecting	Outdoor	Play	With	Objectives	for	
Development	and	Learning
Almost all of The Creative Curriculum objectives for development and learning can 
be addressed during outdoor time. Your observations of children will enable you 
to identify each child’s levels of development in terms of the objectives so you can 
determine ways to support the child’s progress. The following chart shows examples 
of what a child might do outdoors and relates each example to a selected objective.

Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Social–Emotional 

Tell a teacher, “I was never in this place 
before. It’s fun!” while taking a field 
trip walk through the woods

Objective 1. Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

a. Manages feelings

Warn, “You’re standing too close to 
the swings. Get behind the line so you 
don’t get hit.”

Objective 1.Regulates own emotions 
and behaviors

b. Follows limits and expectations

Say to a teacher, “I don’t like being up 
so high. Will you help me get down?”

Objective 2. Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships

a. Forms relationships with adults

Invite a peer to work together to 
connect plastic pipes and elbows

Objective 2. Establishes and sustains 
positive relationships

c. Interacts with peers
d. Makes friends

Physical 

Skip across the playground and gallop 
back during a relay race

Objective 4. Demonstrates traveling 
skills

Make a bridge with boards and boxes, 
and walk across it with arms extended

Objective 5. Demonstrates balancing 
skills 

Participate in a kickball game Objective 6. Demonstrates gross-motor 
manipulative skills

Wash doll clothes and hang them on a 
clothesline with clothespins

Objective 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

28. Uses fingers and hands
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Language 

Ask, “What happened to the snowman 
we made yesterday?”

Objective 9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

d. Tells about another time or place

Discuss with another child how to  
use plastic pipes and elbows to build  
a tunnel

Objective 10. Uses appropriate 
conversational and other 
communication skills

a. Engages in conversations

Cognitive 

Watch bubbles floating in the air and 
explain, “They pop when they hit 
something dry but not if it’s wet.”

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

a. Attends and engages
b. Persists

Get a magnifying glass and invite a 
peer, “Hey, come see this anthill!”

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

d. Shows curiosity and motivation

Add water to make the sand stick 
together when her castle keeps 
crumbling

Objective 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

e. Shows flexibility and inventiveness 
in thinking

Announce, “The worms ate lettuce 
yesterday. I bet they’ll like this  
spinach, too.”

Objective 12. Remembers and 
connects experiences

b. Makes connections

Literacy

Say, “Listen to the bees. They’re  
going, ‘Z-z-z-z-z-z-z.’”

Objective 15. Demonstrates 
phonological awareness

b. Notices and discriminates 
alliteration

Take a stop sign from the shed and 
explains, “This says, ‘Stop.’ You have  
to stop when you see this sign.”

Objective 17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses

b. Uses print concepts
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Examples of What a Child 
Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Mathematics

Announce, “I’m going to see how 
many times I can hop without 
stopping. One, two, three, four, five, 
six. Six times.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts 
and operations

a. Counts

Tell a friend, “You go on top of the 
tunnel, and I’ll go through it. Meet  
me at the other end.”

Objective 21. Explores and describes 
spatial relationships and shapes

a. Understands spatial relationships

See butterflies and get the field guide 
to compare their wing patterns

Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge 
of patterns

Science and Technology

Point to the garden and say, “The 
plants in the shade are smaller than  
the ones in the sun.”

Objective 25. Demonstrates knowledge 
of the characteristics of living things

Play shadow tag with classmates Objective 27. Demonstrates knowledge 
of Earth’s environment 

Watch birds through binoculars and 
say, “I can see them better when I  
turn this wheel.”

28. Uses tools and other technology to 
perform tasks

Social Studies

Say, “I can climb to the top ’cause I  
do it every day.”

Objective 29. Demonstrates knowledge 
about self

Comment on the changing colors of 
the leaves

Objective 31. Explores change related 
to familiar people or places

The Arts

Put paper on the blacktop and rub 
crayon on it to create a textured picture

Objective 33. Explores the visual arts

Twirl in circles, waving a long 
streamer, and call, “Look at me!  
I’m the wind!”

Objective 35. Explores dance and 
movement concepts
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to promote children’s pretend play. Even without props, children may pretend to 
be firefighters or ambulance drivers on trikes, mountain climbers on climbing 
structures, or house painters who use buckets and brushes.

Games with rules are ideal for outdoors where there is plenty of room. The space 
allows teachers to organize and teach games such as hide-and-seek and “Red Light, 
Green Light.”

Responding to Each Child
Take note of how different children approach the outdoors. Some head outdoors 
with great exuberance and literally throw themselves into active learning. Others 
are tentative and a little intimidated by the openness and unpredictability of the 
outdoor environment. Despite their differences, all children benefit from your 
support and encouragement to take full advantage of the outdoors. To learn about 
a child’s use of the outdoors, notice whether the child

• prefers some play areas and equipment over others

• accepts new challenges and takes risks carefully

• observes events with curiosity and takes an interest in making discoveries

• is becoming more skillful in large-muscle activities like climbing, swinging, 
and ball games

• enjoys participating in group games

Observing children provides the information you need to determine how to extend 
learning. The observations you collect over time enable you to assess each child’s 
progress in terms of The Creative Curriculum objectives for development and 
learning. By tracking a child’s progress, you can identify which skills a child has 
mastered and which need strengthening. The chart that follows gives examples of 
how you might use your observations to respond to each child.

Observe Re�ect Respond

Setsuko stands near the 
teacher, watching the other 
children play.

Setsuko seems interested in what 
other children are doing. (Objective 
11, Demonstrates positive approaches 
to learning) �e play yard may be 
overwhelming for her. (Objective 1, 
Regulates own emotions and 
behaviors)

How can I help her feel safe 
enough to become involved in  
an activity?

Talk with her about what she sees 
going on.
Ask, “What do you think looks 
like the most fun?”
Pair her with another child for 
an activity with which she is 
comfortable, such as sand play, 
painting with water, or swinging.
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Observe Re�ect Respond

Kate says to Sonya, “Look 
at this caterpillar I found. 
It’s eating our tomato plant, 
just like the one we found 
yesterday.”

Kate is observant and interested in 
the things around her. (Objective 
11, Demonstrates positive approaches 
to learning)

She recalls previous experiences 
and can describe them. (Objective 
12, Remembers and connects 
experiences and Objective 9, 
Uses language to express thoughts 
and needs)

How can I build on her interest in 
caterpillars? 

Ask questions: “How did you 
discover that it was eating the 
tomato plant? Is it the same kind 
of caterpillar you saw yesterday? 
How do you know?”
O�er some books and �eld guides 
about caterpillars.
Suggest, “Let’s see whether we 
can �nd out the name of this 
caterpillar and what else it likes  
to eat.”

During a kickball game, Leo 
steps aside to get out of the 
away when the ball comes 
toward him.

Leo seems willing to join in the 
game but may not know what to 
do. (Objective 6, demonstrates gross-
motor manipulative skills)

He may be worried about getting 
hurt. (Objective 1, Regulates own 
emotions and behaviors)

Does he know how to kick a ball?
Does he understand the rules of 
the game?

Join the game and make sure 
everyone knows the rules.
Reassure him, “�at ball is soft, so 
it won’t hurt you.”
Later, suggest a simple game of 
kicking the ball against a fence. 
Show him how to do it and invite 
another child to join the game.

Zack crashes his tricycle 
into other riders and comes 
dangerously close to children 
who are playing nearby.

Zack’s behavior is dangerous, so  
it must be stopped. (Objective 1, 
Regulates own emotions and 
behaviors)

Is he crashing the tricycle on 
purpose? (Objective 1, Regulates 
own emotions and behaviors)

Have I explained the tricycling 
rules clearly? 

Stop the dangerous behavior: 
“Hold on! You are driving too  
fast, so I’m afraid someone will  
get hurt.”
Ask questions: “Why are you 
driving so fast?”
Give a clear message: “You may  
go back on the road if you will 
drive safely. Otherwise I have to 
take your driver’s license away  
for today.”
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Literacy in the Block Area
Blocks are a powerful tool for representing stories and enacting real events, for sparking 
conversations, for communicating and negotiating ideas, and for inspiring writing. Take 
advantage of children’s love of block play to help them develop important literacy skills.

Examples of What a 
Child Might Do

Examples of Related 
Objectives

Examples of How  
This Relates to Literacy

Build a fire truck with 
blocks

14. Uses symbols and 
images to represent 
something not present

a. Thinks symbolically

Understanding that the block 
structure represents a real 
object, which is an important 
step in understanding that 
letters represent sounds and 
that words express ideas and 
feelings

Use a plank to create a 
drawbridge and talk about 
how it goes up and down

9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

a. Uses an expanding 
expressive vocabulary

Using specialized 
vocabulary to communicate 
ideas

Build a skyscraper with 
another child and figure out 
how to keep it from falling

10. Uses appropriate 
conversational and other 
communication skills

a. Engages in 
conversations

11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

c. Solves problems
e. Shows flexibility and 
inventiveness in thinking

Solving a problem and using 
language to talk with a 
peer about the problem and 
solutions

Write a sign that says, “Do 
not knock down.”

19. Demonstrates emergent 
writing skills

b. Writes to convey 
meaning

Understanding the purpose 
of writing; using writing to 
express an idea

Match blocks with shape 
labels when returning them 
to the shelf

13. Uses classification skills Matching shapes, which 
relates to matching and 
discriminating letters and 
words

Place blocks on top of one 
another carefully 

7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Developing important 
pre-writing skills, such as 
eye–hand coordination, 
visual perception, and 
small-muscle control
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Literacy in the Dramatic Play Area
Children’s oral language and literacy skills progress when their dramatic play experiences 
encourage the use of rich, expressive language and when they explore reading and 
writing as they play. Children explore literacy in meaningful ways as they enact real-life 
situations. They write phone messages, read to dolls, and have conversations about being 
adults. As they play, children gain experience as readers and writers.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of  
Related Objectives

Examples of How  
This Relates to Literacy

Pretend that a pot is a drum 14. Uses symbols and 
images to represent 
something not present

a. Thinks symbolically

Using symbols in dramatic 
play helps the child use 
other symbols, e.g., letters to 
represent sounds, and words 
to express ideas and feelings

Talk about print on empty 
food containers

17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses

b. Uses print concepts

Making connections 
between written language 
and spoken language

Button, buckle, snap, and 
zip dress-up and doll clothes

7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Developing hand strength 
and coordination, which 
are needed for using writing 
tools

Talk on a play telephone, 
pausing to listen

10. Uses appropriate 
conversational and other 
communication skills

b. Uses social rules of 
language

Learning that conversations 
involve alternating speakers

Write a shopping list 19. Demonstrates emergent 
writing skills

b. Writes to convey 
meaning

Exploring a purpose of print 
and how to use it to assist 
recall

Place a stack of baseball caps 
on his head and say, “Caps 
for sale! Caps for sale! Fifty 
cents a cap!”

18. Comprehends and 
responds to books and other 
texts

c. Retells stories

Recalling the events and 
details of a story that was 
read aloud
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Literacy in the Toys and Games Area
In the Toys and Games area, children are surrounded by letters and words. They describe 
how they are putting together a puzzle or sorting a collection of objects. They talk about 
objects as they play, comparing size, shape, and color. While using beads, pegboards, 
puzzles, dominoes, and collectibles, they develop reading skills such as progressing from 
left to right, visual discrimination, and matching similar objects. As they use magnetic 
letters and alphabet blocks, children explore letters, and then arrange and rearrange them 
to form words. As they play with letter and word materials, they construct important 
understandings about language.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of  
Related Objectives

Examples of How  
This Relates to Literacy

String beads 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Building fine-motor skills 
that are important for 
holding and controlling 
writing tools and handling 
print materials

Play with magnetic letters 16. Demonstrates 
knowledge of the alphabet

b. Uses letter–sound 
knowledge

Beginning to understand 
how letters are ordered to 
form words

Participate in a game of 
alphabet bingo

16. Demonstrates 
knowledge of the alphabet

a. Identifies and names 
letters

Matching and recognizing 
letters

Sew a lacing card 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Developing eye–hand 
coordination that is 
important for writing

Describe a rocket built with 
LEGO® pieces

9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

a. Uses an expanding 
expressive vocabulary

Engaging in conversation 
and using descriptive 
language
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rules of games

recognizing environmental print 

talking about print on the toys and games, e.g., a puzzle with street signs or words 

Literacy in the Art Area
Art experiences provide ideal opportunities to promote language and literacy skills. 
Children want to talk about their creations and to hear the ideas of others, thus 
motivating them to develop expressive and receptive language. They can learn many new 
words, such as bright, dull, shiny, gooey, messy, sticky, pound, and roll. Through art, children 
express the stories that they are thinking about as well as other ideas and feelings.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of  
Related Objectives

Examples of How  
�is Relates to Literacy

Paint lines and shapes 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Making basic lines and 
curves that make up the 
letters of the alphabet

Draw and color with 
pencils, crayons, and 
markers

7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

b. Uses writing and 
drawing tools

Refining fine-motor skills 
necessary for writing

Pound and shape clay 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Strengthening hand muscles 
and building stamina for 
writing

Sponge paint a patterned 
border

23. Demonstrates 
knowledge of patterns

Developing the ability to 
detect patterns in letters and 
words

Draw a picture of a 
storybook character

18. Comprehends and 
responds to books and other 
texts

c. Retells stories

Developing the ability to 
comprehend and recall story 
details

Follow directions for 
handling glue properly

8. Listens to and 
understands increasingly 
complex language

b. Follows directions

Developing listening 
comprehension skills
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Literacy in the Discovery Area
In the Discovery area, children use literacy skills to help learn about the world around 
them. While engaged in scientific discoveries, they learn new words, ask and answer 
questions, make predictions, and explain why and how. To represent what they have 
learned, they may begin to write in journals, on charts, and on other materials. In the 
Discovery area, children learn to use informational books as resources to find answers to 
their questions.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of  
Related Objectives

Examples of How  
This Relates to Literacy

Take care of the class pet 11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

d. Shows curiosity and 
motivation

Learning new vocabulary 
and acquiring background 
knowledge (life science)

Sort a collection of leaves 13. Classifies and sorts Using visual discrimination 
skills that are important for 
noticing similarities and 
differences among letters 
and among words

Use a screwdriver to take an 
old toaster apart

7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Building hand muscles that 
are important for writing; 
acquiring background 
knowledge

Plant seeds in a cup and 
label it with the seed packet

17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses

b. Uses print concepts

Using print to label objects 
in a functional way

Follow directions for mixing 
“oobleck”

8. Listens to and 
understands increasingly 
complex language

b. Follows directions

Developing listening 
comprehension skills and an 
understanding of sequence

Look in a book to find the 
name of an insect

18. Comprehends and 
responds to books and other 
texts

a. Interacts during 
read-alouds and book 
conversations 

Understanding that books 
are resources for finding 
information

Here are suggested materials and books to the Discovery area in order to enhance 
scientific thinking and literacy learning. 
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Literacy in the Sand and Water Area
Sand and water play gives children many opportunities to develop language and literacy 
skills. New vocabulary, such as gritty, grainy, coarse, fine, sieve, colander, texture, empty, 
full, pour, trickle, sprinkle, sink, float, drip, mold, and measure, can be incorporated easily 
into conversations about sand and water. Children develop expressive and receptive 
language by conversing with children and adults during their play. Children often 
become quite talkative at the sand and water table as they exchange ideas, ask and answer 
questions, create scenarios, and retell stories with the materials.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of  
Related Objectives

Examples of How  
This Relates to Literacy

Pour water carefully from 
one container to the other

7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Strengthening and 
controlling the hand 
muscles necessary for 
writing

Use a finger to write a name 
in the sand

19. Demonstrates emergent 
writing skills

a. Writes name

Using touch and movement, 
which are important for 
kinesthetic learners

Work with a friend to figure 
out how to put water in a 
sandcastle moat

10. Uses appropriate 
conversational and other 
communication skills

a. Engages in 
conversations

11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

e. Shows flexibility and 
inventiveness in thinking

Using language to 
communicate ideas and 
solve problems

Make pretend birthday 
cakes out of wet sand

14. Uses symbols and 
images to represent 
something not present

b. Engages in 
sociodramatic play

Engaging in symbolic play, 
which supports the child’s 
understanding of letters as 
symbols for sounds

Pour sand into a sieve 
and hold it up as the sand 
trickles through

9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

a. Uses an expanding 
expressive vocabulary

11. Demonstrates positive 
approaches to learning

d. Shows curiosity and 
motivation

Learning the meaning of 
new words, such as sift, 
sieve, and trickle, with 
teacher guidance
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Observing Children’s Progress
As children explore in the Music and Movement area, look for these indications of literacy 
development:

making up new lyrics to songs

detecting patterns in songs and rhythmic movements

following the words on a song chart, from top to bottom and left to right

demonstrating listening comprehension by using appropriate motions to songs and 
in movement activities

following directions during movement activities

using language to describe their movements

including songs and movement as they retell stories

talking about the story line of a song

Literacy in the Cooking Area
Cooking activities provide many opportunities to enhance literacy learning. Children can 
find a favorite recipe in a cookbook, make a shopping list, locate newspaper coupons, read 
product labels, and follow instructions for preparing food. They learn the names of foods 
as well as words to describe how they taste. They also learn the names of various cooking 
tools and processes. Cooking is a way for children to use all of their senses as they learn to 
read and write.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of  
Related Objectives

Examples of How  
�is Relates to Literacy

Follow the steps on a picture 
and word recipe

17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses

b. Uses print concepts

Understanding that print 
has a purpose; tracking 
print from left to right 
and top to bottom; 
understanding sequencing 
concepts

Identify an ingredient by 
recognizing print on the 
packaging

17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses

b. Uses print concepts

Learning the meaning of 
particular written symbols

Grate, chop, stir, knead, 
pound, cut, pour, measure, 
and peel

7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Strengthening and 
controlling the small muscles 
necessary for writing
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Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of  
Related Objectives

Examples of How  
This Relates to Literacy

Find newspaper coupons for 
a shopping trip

17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses.

b. Uses print concepts
18. Comprehends and 
responds to books and other 
texts 

Learning about forms of 
print other than books

Use descriptive words (e.g., 
yummy, sweet, bitter, sour, 
salty, crunchy)

9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

a. Uses an expanding 
expressive vocabulary

Learning the meaning of 
words through firsthand 
experiences 

Follow safety directions 8. Listens to and 
understands increasingly 
complex language

b. Follows directions

Building listening 
comprehension skills

Write a shopping list 19. Demonstrates emergent 
writing skills

b. Writes to convey 
meaning

Understanding that written 
language assists memory
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Literacy in the Computer Area
When used appropriately, the Computer area can promote language and literacy 
development. The computer is a tool that helps children learn new words and gain 
background knowledge. As children work together at the computer, they talk, make 
predictions, share experiences, and solve problems. They use literacy-related software 
programs to develop understandings about print concepts and to practice and refine 
their skills. Computers enable children to send and receive information. With the help 
of adults, they can use this tool to find the answers to many questions. With word-
processing and drawing programs, children can express their ideas and feelings.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of  
Related Objectives

Examples of How  
This Relates to Literacy

Type his or her name 16. Demonstrates 
knowledge of the alphabet

a. Identifies and names 
letters

Recognizing letters on the 
keyboard and associating 
upper- with lowercase letters

Use picture icons to 
navigate a software program

14. Uses symbols and 
images to represent 
something not present

a. Thinks symbolically 

Understanding that symbols 
are meaningful, which is a 
precursor to understanding 
that letters represent sounds

Use a computer mouse 7. Demonstrates fine-motor 
strength and coordination

a. Uses fingers and hands

Developing the eye–hand 
coordination and other fine-
motor skills necessary for 
writing

Write or dictate an 
explanation of a picture

17. Demonstrates knowledge 
of print and its uses

b. Uses print concepts
19. Demonstrates emergent 
writing skills

b. Writes to convey 
meaning

Communicating through 
writing and beginning to 
consider the audience who 
will be reading the message

Work with a friend to use a 
software program

10. Uses appropriate 
conversational and other 
communication skills

a. Engages in 
conversations

Using language to state 
predictions, communicate 
ideas, and solve problems
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Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of  
Related Objectives

Examples of How  
This Relates to Literacy

Follow along with an 
interactive storybook on the 
computer

18. Comprehends and 
responds to books and other 
texts

a. Interacts during 
read-alouds and book 
conversations

Developing an 
understanding of print 
conventions by following 
highlighted screen text 
from left to right and top to 
bottom; using equipment to 
hear stories read aloud
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Literacy Outdoors
Children have many outdoor opportunities for using language and for developing the 
large- and small-muscle skills necessary for writing and handling print materials. As 
children play together outdoors, they use language to plan, negotiate, solve problems, 
and create. They learn new words for what they see (e.g., cocoon, dandelion, and wasp) 
and for the what they do (e.g., gallop, stretch, and balance). Writing in the sand, in dirt, 
or with sidewalk chalk gives children a chance to practice writing with different, yet fun, 
materials. Print in the outdoor environment, such as a traffic sign on the tricycle track, a 
bird identification sign hanging from a tree, and a seed packet label in the garden, helps 
children understand that print conveys meaning. In addition, every literacy activity that 
takes place indoors can be brought outdoors. Baskets of books, writing materials, and 
props for retelling stories promote literacy learning outdoors.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of  
Related Objectives

Examples of How  
This Relates to Literacy

Run, jump, hop, skip, gallop 4. Demonstrates traveling 
skills

Learning the meaning of 
run, jump, hop, skip, and 
gallop through firsthand 
experiences

Move through an obstacle 
course
Follow directions and 
learning positional concepts 
and words, such as over, 
under, left, right, behind, 
below, and on

4. Demonstrates traveling 
skills
5. Demonstrates balancing 
skills
21. Explores and describes 
spatial relationships and 
shapes

a. Understands spatial 
relationships

Following directions and 
learning positional concepts 
and words, such as over, 
under, left, right, behind, 
below, and on

Describe what is happening 
as a butterfly emerges from 
a cocoon
Developing background 
knowledge and vocabulary 
that supports listening and 
reading comprehension, and 
decoding

9. Uses language to express 
thoughts and needs

a. Uses an expanding 
expressive vocabulary

25. Demonstrates 
knowledge of the 
characteristics of living 
things 

Developing background 
knowledge and vocabulary 
that supports listening and 
reading comprehension, and 
decoding
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Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of  
Related Objectives

Examples of How  
This Relates to Literacy

Plan with a group to be 
circus performers for an 
audience , using language 
to plan, negotiate, and 
communicate

3. Participates cooperatively 
and constructively in group 
situations

b. Solves social problems
10. Uses appropriate 
conversational and other 
communication skills

a. Engages in 
conversations 

Using language to plan, 
negotiate, and communicate

Play a hand-clapping game 
while singing

15. Notices and 
discriminates phonological 
awareness

c. Notices and 
discriminates smaller and 
smaller units of sound

Developing increased 
phonological awareness 
while playfully saying 
rhymes

Here is a list of suggested materials to enhance your outdoor learning environment. Books 
also spark imaginative play and learning outdoors. In addition, children can take books 
outdoors to read—alone or in small groups-—as a quiet activity. When choosing books 
for outdoor use, consider informational books about nature as well as storybooks.

Materials

adhesive labels for resealable bags 
that hold natural collections

bird identification charts, laminated 
and displayed

blank books or journals

clipboards, paper, and writing tools

labeled muffin tins, egg cartons, 
or ice cube trays for collecting and 
sorting

labels for garden plants

laminated environmental print signs 

nature guides, including plant and 
animal identification books 

pretend driver’s licenses

props for retelling stories

sidewalk chalk

traffic signs
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Mathematics in the Dramatic  
Play Area
In the Dramatic Play area, children experience mathematics in ways similar to their 
mathematical experiences at home and in their communities. As they enact real-life 
situations such as setting the table, sorting laundry, or shopping for shoes, children use 
mathematics in meaningful ways and deepen their understanding of common experiences. 
They also have opportunities to solve real problems like determining how to divide apple 
slices equally among friends. Children’s ability to engage in dramatic play, to imagine and 
recreate past situations, or to substitute one toy for another provides practice with abstract 
thinking and using the symbols of mathematics. Here are examples of how children’s 
explorations in the Dramatic Play area relate to The Creative Curriculum for Preschool 
objectives for mathematics development and learning.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Set the table with a plate and spoon at each 
place and say, “Everyone needs a spoon for 
the soup.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
a. Counts

Put four candles on a pretend cake and say, 
“I’m four.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
b. Quantifies

Count five coins when the cash register 
shows 5

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
c. Connects numerals with their quantities

Tell another child, “The store is too far away; 
we need a car.”

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
a. Understands spatial relationships

Name the shapes of empty food containers 
and explain his or her word choice

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
b. Understands shapes

Look for clothes that fit a doll and say, “This 
dress is too big for my doll. I need to find 
something smaller.”

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Tell a friend, “Every day is the same.  
First she gets her bottle, and then I put her 
to bed.” 

Objective 23.  
Demonstrates knowledge of patterns
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Mathematics in the Art Area
The Art area is rich in opportunities for mathematics learning. Children explore size, 
shape, and spatial relationships as they use three-dimensional materials for sculpting and 
collage. They describe patterns in wallpaper samples and create their own patterns with 
stencils or paint and sponges. Representation, which is basic to art, is also fundamental 
to mathematics, which relies on symbols to represent concepts. Here are examples of how 
children’s explorations in the Art area relate to the The Creative Curriculum for Preschool 
objectives for mathematics development and learning.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Count five buttons for a play dough 
snowman and say, “My snowman’s gonna 
wear one, two, three, four, five buttons.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
a. Counts

Collect markers to put away and say, “Three 
markers don’t have tops.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
b. Quantifies

Bend a length of wire and say, “This looks 
like a 7. I made a 7.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
c. Connects numerals with their quantities

Explain that, in a drawing, the sky is above 
the house and the tree is beside the house

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
a. Understands spatial relationships

Roll play dough into balls and say, “These 
are round. That’s why they roll.” 

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
b. Understands shapes

Say that the roller makes wide lines on the 
paper and the marker makes thin lines 

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Make a sponge print pattern of round, 
square; round, square; etc.

Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge  
of patterns
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Mathematics in the Library Area
In the Library area, children explore books and listen to or retell stories that highlight 
mathematical concepts. My Little Sister Ate One Hare (Bill Grossman) has a growing 
number pattern and repetitive, patterned text. Children enjoy hearing the story repeatedly, 
and, with picture props, teachers can intentionally call children’s attention to the growing 
number pattern. When the book and props are left in the Library area, children can 
continue to use them to build oral language, literacy, and mathematical skills.

Books such as Titch (Pat Hutchins) help children learn about size differences. The Spot 
books (Eric Hill) invite children to use positional terms to answer where questions. Mr. 
Gumpy’s Outing and many other books are filled with characters to be counted. Adding 
concept books such as Tana Hoban’s Let’s Count or Shapes, Shapes, Shapes to the Library 
area increases opportunities for children to learn about number and geometry. The 
Library area can nurture children’s literacy and mathematics learning as well as broaden 
their understanding of the world. Here are examples of how children’s explorations in the 
Library area relate to The Creative Curriculum for Preschool objectives for mathematics 
development and learning.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Put one cap on each flannel board monkey Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
a. Counts

Hold up appropriate numbers of fingers 
while reciting “Five Little Monkeys”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
b. Quantifies

Stack caps, put like colors together, and 
count the caps in each group while acting 
out Caps for Sale (Esphyr Slobodkina)

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
c. Connects numerals with their quantities

Say, “Spot is under the chair,” and point to 
the dog in an illustration

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
a. Understands spatial relationships

Draw rectangles of different sizes after 
reading Freight Train (Donald Crews)

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
b. Understands shapes

Point to the caterpillar in an illustration and 
say, “That hungry caterpillar is getting bigger 
and bigger!”

Objective 22. Compares and measures
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Mathematics in the Discovery Area 
The Discovery area has materials that spark children’s curiosity and wonder. Children 
handle and examine objects, experiment, and make discoveries. As they explore, children 
can use mathematical thinking to help them focus their observations, organize their 
thoughts, and record their findings.

Mathematics is closely related to science and technology. In these content areas, children 
observe, count, sort and classify, compare objects, measure, discover patterns, and collect 
data. The mathematical process skills—reasoning, problem-solving, communicating, 
connecting, and representing—are also needed by scientists. In the Discovery area, 
teachers help children develop their observation and reasoning skills as they use their 
senses to explore. Here are examples of how children’s explorations in the Discovery area 
relate to The Creative Curriculum for Preschool objectives for mathematics development 
and learning.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Put each rock from a collection in a separate 
section of an egg carton

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
a. Counts

Look in the rabbit cage and say, “There are 
three carrots for her to eat today.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
b. Quantifies

Put two pinches of fish food in the tank after 
looking at the sign above the tank that says, 
“Only use 2 pinches.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
c. Connects numerals with their quantities

Look for the gerbil and say, “The gerbil is 
hiding inside the tube.”

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
a. Understands spatial relationships

Use an eyedropper to drop colored water on 
paper and say, “It makes a water circle on the 
paper when I squeeze it.”

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
b. Understands shapes

Pick up a pumpkin and say, “This pumpkin 
is bigger and heavier than that one.”

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Describe the striped pattern of a shell Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge  
of patterns
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The Toys and Games Area as the  
Hub of Mathematics Learning 
There are opportunities for children to explore mathematics in all interest areas, but 
the Toys and Games area is the hub for mathematical activities and learning. As 
children manipulate puzzle pieces, they learn about shape and spatial relationships. 
They use collections of objects, such as colored cubes, links, and other collectibles, 
to count and play number games, sort, make patterns, and measure. Teachers can 
support and encourage mathematics learning in this area by showing interest in and 
enthusiasm for children’s work and by interacting in ways that prompt children to 
share their reasoning, solve problems, communicate their ideas, make connections, and 
represent their thinking and learning. Here are examples of how children’s explorations 
in the Toys and Games area relate to the The Creative Curriculum for Preschool 
objectives for mathematics development and learning.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Count a collection of buttons and say, “I 
have 10 buttons.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
a. Counts

Roll two dice and say, “Four dots on this one 
and five, six, seven on this one. Seven dots 
altogether.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
b. Quantifies

Put five counters on the numeral 5 card and 
say, “Five.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
c. Connects numerals with their quantities 

Toss a beanbag and announce that it lands 
outside the circle

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
a. Understands spatial relationships

Look at a puzzle piece and turn it several 
different ways to get it to fit

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
a. Understands spatial relationships

Make a chain; hold it next to a friend’s 
chain; and say, “Your chain is longer. You 
have more links.”

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Choose two colors of beads and make a bead 
necklace with a pattern of red, blue; red, 
blue; etc.

Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge of 
patterns
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Mathematics in the Sand  
and Water Area
The soothing properties of sand and water make this one of the children’s favorite areas. 
Here, children have many opportunities informally to explore mathematical concepts, 
particularly measurement. As they fill and empty various sizes and shapes of containers, 
children estimate, count, and learn about weight, volume, and capacity. Adding water 
to sand along with molds and other tools and props enables children to explore shapes, 
patterns, and other dimensions of mathematics. Here are examples of how children’s 
explorations in the Sand and Water area relate to The Creative Curriculum for Preschool 
objectives for mathematics development and learning.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Put one bear in each boat and say, “Each 
bear has a boat to drive.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
a. Counts

Pour four scoops of sand into a pail when 
prompted

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
b. Quantifies

Catch six plastic fish to put in the container 
labeled 6

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
c. Connects numerals with their quantities

Say, “My truck is at the top of the hill, and 
yours is at the bottom.”

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
a. Understands spatial relationships

Say, “The square blower makes round 
bubbles.”

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
b. Understands shapes

Sift sand to find shells and then line them up 
from largest to smallest 

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Create a pattern in the sand by using a rake 
and say, “Look, the sand is high and low, 
high and low.”

Objective 23.  
Demonstrates knowledge of patterns
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Mathematics in the Music and 
Movement Area
Music and movement activities can enhance children’s understanding of mathematical 
concepts. As children clap and dance to the beat of the music, they experience patterns 
physically. Moving to the tempo, or speed, of the music enables them to experience time, 
a measurement concept, firsthand. Children explore geometrical and spatial concepts 
when they transform their bodies into a ball and when they move forward and backward, 
around and through, back and forth, or up and down. Counting is reinforced by singing 
songs such as “Five Little Ducks” or “The Ants Go Marching.” Here are examples of how 
children’s explorations in the Music and Movement area relate to The Creative Curriculum 
for Preschool objectives for mathematics development and learning.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Sing counting rhymes such as “One, Two, 
Three, Four, Five” (“Once I Caught a Fish 
Alive”)

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
a. Counts

Point to an instrument and say, “That cello 
has four pegs.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
b. Quantifies

Hold up appropriate numbers of fingers 
when singing a counting song

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
c. Connects numerals with their quantities

Respond to directional words, such as 
forward, backward, up, and down

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
a. Understands spatial relationships

March in a circle and say, “We’re marching 
around in a parade!”

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
b. Understands shapes

Play a xylophone loudly, softly, and very 
softly, and say, “When I touch it like this, it’s 
the quietest.”

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Follow the teacher’s lead: stamp, clap, clap; 
stamp, clap, clap; etc.

Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge  
of patterns
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Mathematics in the Cooking Area
Cooking provides children with opportunities to develop and use mathematical skills 
in meaningful ways. Through cooking, children are able to see the connection between 
mathematics and everyday life experiences. Recipes involve measuring, counting, and 
following a sequence of steps. Working with fruits and vegetables, for example in 
preparing fruit kabobs or vegetable soup, provides opportunities to explore shape, size, 
and pattern. Children use mathematical process skills as they attempt to explain why 
a recipe did not turn out as planned or as they try to determine how to divide a snack 
equally among a group. Of course, tasting makes learning mathematics even more fun! 
Here are examples of how children’s explorations in the Cooking area relate to The 
Creative Curriculum for Preschool objectives for mathematics development and learning.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Put one piece of cheese on each of three 
crackers

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
a. Counts

Take two hard-boiled eggs when prompted, 
“Choose two eggs to peel.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
b. Quantifies

Point to 5 on the trail mix recipe chart and 
then count out five raisins

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
c. Connects numerals with their quantities

Say that the seeds are on the outside of the 
strawberry, not the inside

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
a. Understands spatial relationships

Use shape cutters to cut sandwiches and say, 
“I’m eating a star for lunch today!”

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
b. Understands shapes

Set a timer and say, “The muffins will be 
ready when the timer beeps in 10 minutes.”

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Makes a patterned fruit kabob: apple slice, 
strawberry, banana slice; apple slice, etc.

Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge  
of patterns
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Mathematics in the Computer Area
By using computers, children can experience mathematics in new or different ways. They 
can create a character that has a specified number of body parts; they can change the size, 
position, or location of an image on screen; and they can create three-dimensional shapes. 
Children also can use the computer to practice skills, represent their ideas, or investigate 
topics such as the mole that has created long mounds in the play yard. 

Discovery-based computer programs are ideal for promoting mathematical thinking while 
kindling children’s imaginations and fostering creativity. Children solve problems such 
as figuring out how to transform an object; create patterns; and experiment with size, 
shape, color, number, and space. Here are examples of how children’s explorations in the 
computer area relate to The Creative Curriculum for Preschool objectives for mathematics 
development and learning.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Give every stuffed dog one bone and say, 
“Each dog gets one!”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
a. Counts

Click the computer mouse to give a screen 
character more acorns and explain, “I’m 
giving the squirrel more nuts to fill up the 
tree hole.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
b. Quantifies

Count images on the screen and select the 
corresponding numeral

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
c. Connects numerals with their quantities

Use the  key to move the cursor up and 
the  key to move it down

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
a. Understands spatial relationships

Select all of the four-sided figures from a 
group of shapes

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
b. Understands shapes

Select the shoes that fit a character in Millie’s 
Math House

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Make a patterned drawing with KidPix® and 
say, “See my pattern? It has snowflake, circle; 
snowflake, circle; snowflake, circle...”

Objective 23.  
Demonstrates knowledge of patterns
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Mathematics Outdoors 
Mathematics can be an integral and important part of most outdoor play experiences: 
counting each rung while climbing the slide’s ladder, considering which tree is tallest, 
noting the striped pattern on a caterpillar, or crawling through a tunnel. Mathematics 
vocabulary easily becomes a part of outdoor conversations. For example, children talk 
about who will ride the tricycle first, second, or third; announce who pedals faster; explain 
how they wove around traffic cones, or tell the teacher about the duration of a friend’s turn 
with a new toy.

Organized games such as hopscotch encourage children to use numbers, while “Mother, 
May I?” requires that they have an understanding of both measurement and directional 
concepts (e.g., “May I take two giant steps?” “No, you may take four baby steps 
backwards.”) Here are more examples of how children’s outdoor explorations relate to The 
Creative Curriculum for Preschool objectives for mathematics development and learning.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Plant one pea in each small hole in the 
garden

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
a. Counts

Look at the jungle gym and say without 
counting, “Five kids are already playing on 
that, so I’ll wait.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
b. Quantifies

Hop to the hopscotch square with a 10 and 
say, ‘I hopped on 10 squares.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
c. Connects numerals with their quantities

Say, “Look! I’m above everybody!” when she 
is on top of the climber

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
a. Understands spatial relationships

Point to a yield sign and say, “That’s a 
triangle.”

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
b. Understands shapes

Stand in the sunlight and say, “I’m bigger 
than my shadow”

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Notice the pattern made by wet boots on the 
sidewalk

Objective 23. Demonstrates knowledge of 
patterns
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Mathematics in the Block Area
The Block area is a favorite among children and one that presents children with numerous 
opportunities to explore mathematical concepts such as shape, size, space, pattern, and 
number. Children also acquire and refine mathematical process skills as they address 
problems such as how to steady a tower so that it does not topple, how to construct a 
bridge over a raging river, or how to make the roof stay up. Children can persist in solving 
problems when they are fully engaged in their block-building activity. Here are examples 
of how children’s explorations in the Block area relate to the The Creative Curriculum for 
Preschool objectives for mathematics development and learning.

Examples of What  
a Child Might Do

Examples of Related Objectives 
for Development and Learning

Count and say, “I made a tower with eight 
blocks. See? One, two, three, four, five, six, 
seven, eight. It’s eight blocks tall.” 

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
a. Counts

Add two blocks to a structure and say, “Now 
I have six blocks.”

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
b. Quantifies

Identify a numeral in a counting book and 
count out that many blocks

Objective 20. Uses number concepts and 
operations
c. Connects numerals with their quantities

Sit inside an enclosure made with hollow 
blocks and say, “I’m in my house”

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
a. Understands spatial relationships

Place two triangular blocks together to make 
a square and say, “My square has four sides.”

Objective 21. Explores and describes spatial 
relationships and shapes
b. Understands shapes

Try to make a door tall enough for a toy 
giraffe to get through and say, “The giraffe 
needs a taller door than the lion.”

Objective 22. Compares and measures

Decorate the top of a block castle with 
a pattern: pyramid, cylinder; pyramid, 
cylinder; etc.

Objective 23.  
Demonstrates knowledge of patterns
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